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Abstract
We introduce Sim.DiffProc, an R package for symbolic and numerical computations
on scalar and multivariate systems of stochastic differential equations (SDEs). It provides
users with a wide range of tools to simulate, estimate, analyze, and visualize the dynamics
of these systems in both forms, Itô and Stratonovich. One of Sim.DiffProc key features
is to implement the Monte Carlo method for the iterative evaluation and approximation
of an interesting quantity at a fixed time on SDEs with parallel computing, on multiple
processors on a single machine or a cluster of computers, which is an important tool to
improve capacity and speed-up calculations. We also provide an easy-to-use interface for
symbolic calculation and numerical approximation of the first and central second-order
moments of SDEs (i.e., mean, variance and covariance), by solving a system of ordinary
differential equations, which yields insights into the dynamics of stochastic systems. The
final result object of Monte Carlo and moment equations can be derived and presented in
terms of LATEX math expressions and visualized in terms of LATEX tables.
Furthermore, we illustrate various features of the package by proposing a general
bivariate nonlinear dynamic system of Haken-Zwanzig, driven by additive, linear and
nonlinear multiplicative noises. In addition, we consider the particular case of a scalar
SDE driven by three independent Wiener processes. The Monte Carlo simulation thereof
is obtained through a transformation to a system of three equations. We also study some
important applications of SDEs in different fields.
Keywords: stochastic differential equation, stochastic calculus, moment equations, Monte
Carlo simulation, parallel computing, statistical sampling, statistical analysis, nonparametric,
transition density, reproducible research, LATEX, R.
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1. Introduction and motivation
Differential equations are used to describe the evolution of a system. In most applications
where such ordinary differential equations (ODEs) intervene, the trajectories measured exper-
imentally are only rarely in conformity with the analytical solution of the equation. Random
effects are superimposed on the ideal trajectory, therefore it seems reasonable to disrupt these
equations. The purpose of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) is to provide a mathemat-
ical model, for describing the process by which the perturbations of a considered phenomenon
are diffused until an equilibrium state is established, i.e., until the differences that drive the
process are minimized. SDEs are of fundamental importance in many disciplines: see, e.g.,
Weberruß (1993), Klebaner (2005, p. 375), Allen (2007, p. 156), Jedrzejewski (2009) and
Freidlin and Wentzell (2012) for applications in physics. In quantitative finance and finan-
cial mathematics, we have Øksendal (2003, p. 261), Klebaner (2005, p. 287), Racicot and
Théoret (2006), Allen (2007, p. 174), Rolski, Schmidli, Schmidt, and Teugels (2008), Platen
and Bruti-Liberati (2010), Iacus (2011), Gushchin (2015) and Mackevicius (2016). In bi-
ology and life sciences, we mention Hadeler, de Mottoni, and Schumacher (1980), Helland
(1983), Klebaner (2005, p. 351), Allen (2007, p. 145), Fuchs (2013a), Fuchs (2013b), Han and
Kloeden (2017) and Panik (2017), and more specifically in genetics, see, e.g., Lange (2002).
For applications in science and engineering, see Soong (1973), Sobczyk (1991), Kloeden and
Platen (1999, p. 253), Primak, Kontorovich, and Lyandres (2004) and Henderson and Plaschko
(2006). Readers wishing to go further into the theory of stochastic calculus should consult
the classical works of Gikhman and Skorokhod (1972), Karatzas and Shreve (1988), Rogers
and Williams (1994, 2000) and Itô and McKean, Jr. (1996). For a historical perspective on
the development of the theory, see the original articles of Itô (1944, 1946, 1987), Stratonovich
(1966) and also the little book of McKean, Jr. (1969) which contributed to popularize these
works.
Before we give a rigorous definition of SDEs, we show how they arise as randomly perturbed
ODEs and give a physical interpretation. If Xt is a differentiable function defined for t ≥ 0,
f(t, x) is a function of time t and state x, the following relation is satisfied for all t (0 ≤ t ≤ T ):
dXt
dt
= X ′t = f(t,Xt), with X0 = x0. (1)
Then Xt is a solution of the ODE with the initial condition X0 = x0. The above equation
can be written in other forms (by continuity of X ′t):




Although the Wiener process (Brownian motion) is not differentiable with respect to time,
we write the White noise ξt as its fictitious derivative of the Wiener process Wt, i.e., ξt =
dWt/dt = W ′t , just with the purpose to mimic standard ODE calculus. This will allow us
to introduce the Itô stochastic integral in the following form: if g(t, x) is the intensity of the









where the middle term
∫ T
0 g(t,Xt)W ′tdt has no mathematical meaning. Indeed, SDEs are just
a symbolic writing for the mathematically correct stochastic integral representation.
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SDEs arise when the coefficients of (1) are perturbed by White noise. For example, if Xt










dXt = aXt(1−Xt)dt+ σXt(1−Xt)dWt, X0 = x0.
There are two widely used types of stochastic calculus: Itô (1944, 1946) and Stratonovich
(1966), differing with respect to the stochastic integral used. The Itô integral takes the
left end point of each subinterval as the evaluation point, whereas the Stratonovich integral
uses the midpoint of each subinterval. Under certain conditions, the Itô integral has the
most convenient property of being a martingale (see Gikhman and Skorokhod 2007), but
has a transformation rule, called the Itô’s formula, which is more complicated than the chain
rule of deterministic calculus. In contrast, the Stratonovich integral meets the transformation
rules of classical calculus (see Kloeden and Platen 1991a,b). Practical considerations typically
dictate which version is appropriate. The following classical example demonstrates how the
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Let X(t) = {X1(t), X2(t), . . . , Xd(t)}, with d ≥ 1 be an d-dimensional random process with





Wjk(t) is a standard Wiener process (Gaussian random variables with means zero, initial
value zero with probability one and variance equal to t at time t), which we assume to be
independent, where j = 1, 2, . . . , d and k = 1, 2, . . . ,m. The drift fj(t, x) and diffusion gjk(t, x)
are known functions which are assumed to be sufficiently regular (Lipschitz, bounded growth)
for the existence and uniqueness of the solution (see, e.g., Øksendal 2003). The same solution




gjk(t,X(t)) ◦ dWjk(t). (3)
1To distinguish Stratonovich integral from the Itô integral we insert a symbol ◦ before the differential dWs
in Stratonovich (1966) form.
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(4) is called the drift correction formula. Note that the diffusion coefficients are the same in




















Thus, we can write the Stratonovich SDE in the form of an Itô SDE. Whichever interpretation
of an SDE is deemed appropriate in a particular situation, we can always switch to the
corresponding SDE in the other interpretation when this is advantageous. In other words,
(2) and (3) have the same solution. Notice that if the noise is additive (g independent of x),
then the two representations are equivalent.
The current development of computing tools (software and hardware) has allowed solving
many theoretical problems on SDEs that have become the object of practical research. This
has also enabled many researchers in different domains to use these equations for modeling
and analyzing practical problems. In response to these many uses, there already exist some
open source packages that can perform stochastic calculus in the R software environment
(R Core Team 2020); see the freely available packages sde (Iacus 2008, 2016) and yuima
(Brouste et al. 2014; Iacus and Yoshida 2018). They provide functions for simulation and
inference for multidimensional SDEs, driven by Wiener process, fractional Brownian motion
and Lévy processes, with or without jumps specified, as well as continuous time autore-
gressive moving average (CARMA), continuous time generalized autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity (COGARCH) and point processes. The packages DiffusionRgqd, Diffusion-
Rimp and DiffusionRjgqd (Pienaar and Varughese 2016a,b,c) constitute a handy collection of
tools for performing inference and analysis using a data-imputation scheme and the method
of lines on scalar and bivariate time-inhomogeneous diffusion and jump-diffusion processes
with quadratic drift and diffusion. The QPot package (Moore, Stieha, Nolting, Cameron,
and Abbott 2016) covers advanced techniques for quasi-potential analysis and visualizes the
dynamics of two-dimensional systems of SDEs. The diffeqr package (Rackauckas and Nie
2017) is useful to solve SDE problems using the DifferentialEquations.jl package from the
Julia programming language (Bezanson, Edelman, Karpinski, and Shah 2017).
In general, simulation allows to study and experiment with a given system where the com-
plex interactions are known, to measure the effects of certain changes in the interactions
on the behavior of the system, to experiment with new situations. It should be noted that
if one looks for a faithful representation of the phenomena observed, one is quickly con-
fronted with difficulties due to the calculations not being available in an explicit way. Monte
Carlo (MC) techniques will allow us to approach these calculations numerically. There ex-
ists a well-developed literature on general Monte Carlo methods, we might mention Fishman
(1996); Glasserman (2004); Liu (2004); Thomopoulos (2013); Graham and Talay (2013), and
for computer vision with the R language see, e.g., Robert and Casella (2010). Methodolog-
ical advances have led to much more computational demand in statistical computing, such
as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, bootstrapping, cross-validation, Monte
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Carlo simulation, etc. Many areas of statistical applications are experiencing rapid growth
in the size of data sets (see, e.g., Mishra, Dehuri, Kim, and Wang 2016). Parallel com-
puting is a common approach to resolve these problems. This is available in R since 2011
(version 2.14.0) through the base package parallel. This provides parallel facilities previ-
ously contained in packages multicore for parallel computation on shared memory (unix)
platforms (multiprocessor and multi-core computers, Urbanek 2014) and snow for parallel
computation on distributed memory platforms, with slight revisions (simple network of work-
stations, Tierney, Rossini, Li, and Sevcikova 2018). Several approaches to parallel computing
are available in R, see Schmidberger, Morgan, Eddelbuettel, Yu, Tierney, and Mansmann
(2009); Eugster, Knaus, Porzelius, Schmidberger, and Vicedo (2011); McCallum and Weston
(2011), and an extensive and updated list of R packages is reported in the Comprehensive R
Archive Network (CRAN) Task View on High-Performance and Parallel Computing with R
at https://CRAN.R-project.org/view=HighPerformanceComputing (Eddelbuettel 2020).
The determination of response moments in SDEs is one of the fundamental problems in
stochastic analysis and is much more complicated in the case of nonlinear equations. The
main reason is the fact that the widest class of nonlinear SDEs subjected to additive or
multiplicative random excitation do not have exact solutions in analytical forms. In many
cases, therefore, it is necessary to adopt approximate solutions. In the moment equations
method (MEM) approach (see, e.g., Bover 1978; Socha 2008; Alibrandi and Ricciardi 2012),
the response statistical characterization is given by the moments. This method consists in
writing a system of ODEs for the response statistical moments of any order, taking advantage
of the Fokker-Planck equations or of the Itô differential rule. The MEM can be easily solved
for linear systems. Unfortunately, for nonlinear systems in general, these equations constitute
an infinite hierarchy. In fact the moment differential equations up to a given order contain
moments of higher order and, consequently, this system is not solvable.
This has motivated us to take an interest in this particular field by introducing the R package
Sim.DiffProc (simulation of diffusion processes, Guidoum and Boukhetala 2020). For the R
package developed in the present paper we focus on two problems: Firstly, we develop a mod-
ule for performing Monte Carlo methods whose essence is the use of repeated experiments
to iteratively evaluate and approximate a quantity of interest (replicates of a statistic(s) to
SDEs) at a fixed time t for scalar and multivariate Itô and Stratonovich SDEs, with the
techniques for parallel computing on computer clusters, and multi-core systems using the
parallel package. Secondly, we develop a module for symbolic and numerical computations
by analytical determination of the dynamics of first and central second-order moments of
an SDE (i.e., mean, variance and covariance of the dynamical variables). We also provide
the built-in functions for random number generation based on the simulated trajectories at
a fixed time t, and the evaluation of transition densities for SDEs in both interpretations,
with nonparametric techniques. In addition, the simulation and estimation outputs can be
graphically represented in 2D and 3D plots (like Figures 10). Our package is structured ac-
cording to the S3 object-oriented system of classes and methods. Sim.DiffProc is currently the
only package on CRAN, available at http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=Sim.DiffProc,
that uses parallel processing on multiple processors and a cluster of computers in stochastic
computing.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 we explain the implementation and describe
the core functions of the package, and present the usage and options of the parallel Monte
Carlo method, also we briefly review some theoretical concepts concerning the moment equa-
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tions method for an analytical approximation of first and central second-order moments. In
Section 3 we give illustrations with simulations in different domains using scalar and multi-
variate Itô and Stratonovich SDEs. In Section 4 we give an overview of using the package to
approximate the European options pricing for Black-Scholes (1D) and Heston models (2D)
with an application using real data. The presentation of the results of a simulation study
and moment equations with LATEX tables/math expressions is demonstrated in Section 5.
Concluding remarks discussing the package and its limitations, as well as future goals, are
provided in Section 6.
2. Sim.DiffProc, an open source R package
2.1. Obtaining, installation and documentation
As Sim.DiffProc is an R package, it requires R version 3.0.0 or higher to be installed. It is
distributed as open source software under the GPL-2/GPL-3 license. The package is available
from CRAN at https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=Sim.DiffProc (stable version), or
from GitHub at https://github.com/acguidoum/Sim.DiffProc (development version). To








In addition to the help pages required by the R packaging system, the package includes
vignettes and demonstration scripts. These can be obtained using:
R> vignette(package = "Sim.DiffProc")
and
R> demo(package = "Sim.DiffProc")
at the R prompt.
2.2. Outline of the package structure
Sim.DiffProc consists of a set of functions that allow the user to perform simulation and
stochastic analysis on scalar and multivariate Itô and Stratonovich SDEs. In this package,
the user can specify:
• The type of SDEs to be simulated: Itô (2) and Stratonovich (3).
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• The R expression of drift and diffusion coefficients.
• The correlation structure between the Wiener processes (for any 2D and 3D).
• The number of trajectories to be simulated.
• The initial value of state variables.
• The time interval [t0, T ] to be considered.
• Integration step size (mesh size) ∆ to be used for the numerical approximation of the
SDEs solution. We assume that step size satisfies the following assumptions:
1. Large sample asymptotic: ∆ fixed, T = n∆→∞ as n→∞.
2. High frequency: T = n∆ fixed, ∆→ 0 as n→∞.
3. Rapidly increasing design: T = n∆ →∞, ∆ → 0 as n →∞ under the additional
condition n∆k → 0 for k > 1.
Assumptions 1 and 3 require stationarity and/or ergodicity, and for assumption 2 neither
stationarity nor ergodicity is necessary.
• The numerical integration methods: Euler-Maruyama (Maruyama 1955), predictor-
corrector (Platen 1995), Milstein and second Milstein schemes (Milstein 1975, 1979),
Taylor scheme of strong order 1.5 (Platen 1982; Kloeden and Platen 1989, 1991b, 1999),
Heun order 2.0 (McShane 1974; Saito and Mitsui 1993); Runge-Kutta 1-, 2- and 3-stage
(Kasdin 1995; Rössler 2003, 2004, 2007, 2010). For a numerical comparison between
these methods see Platen (1999); Kloeden and Platen (1999); Kloeden, Platen, and
Schurz (2003); Burrage, Burrage, Higham, Kloeden, and Platen (2006). These numerical
methods are usually based on discrete approximations of the continuous solution to an
SDE. To assess the quality of the approximation, we define the order of convergence.
Let Xδ be a time-discrete approximation of a continuous-time process X, with δ the
maximum time increment of the step size.
1. An approximation method is strong order γ of convergence, if at fixed time T we
have:
E
∣∣XT −XδT ∣∣ ≤ Cδγ , ∀δ < δ0.
2. An approximation method is said to converge weakly of order β, if for any fixed
time T and any 2(β+1) continuous differentiable function g of polynomial growth,
we have: ∣∣Eg(XT )− Eg(XδT )∣∣ ≤ Cδβ, ∀δ < δ0.
In both cases δ0 > 0 and C do not depend on δ.
Notice that all numerical methods implemented in this package are of strong order γ of
convergence.
To obtain:
• A formal display of SDEs, with all inputs.
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Function Main arguments Description
snssdekd() drift and diffusion coeffi-
cients as R expression, corr cor-
relation structure, type, method,
M number of trajectories, N num-
ber of simulation steps, x0, t0, T
and Dt.
The (S3) generic function of simulation
of numerical solutions to k-dimensional
Itô and Stratonovich SDEs, with differ-
ent stochastic numerical schemes.
rsdekd() ‘snssdekd’ output, at any time
between t0 and T.
Random generation forM realizations of
‘snssdekd’ at any fixed time.
dsdekd() ‘snssdekd’ output, at any time
between t0 and T, pdf for joint
or marginal density.
Kernel approximation of the transi-
tional density function (uni-, bi- and tri-
variate) of ‘snssdekd’.
MCM.sde() ‘snssdekd’ output, statistic, R
number of MC replicates, time
(fixed), parallel, ncpus, cl.
Parallel Monte Carlo method: simula-
tion and approximation of a quantity of
interest of SDEs at fixed time.
MEM.sde() drift, diffusion and corr co-
efficients as R expression, type,
solve, time (vector).
Symbolic and numerical computations of
moment equations of SDEs (means, vari-
ances and covariance).
TEX.sde() ‘MCM.sde’ and ‘MEM.sde’ out-
puts.
Creating LATEX tables and mathematical
expressions (reproducible research).
Table 1: Brief description of important functions in package Sim.DiffProc.
• Numerical solutions of SDEs.
• Summary descriptive statistics for the solution process based on the simulated M -
trajectories at any fixed time t ∈ [t0, T ], i.e., mean, variance, median, mode, quantiles,
minimum, maximum, coefficient of variation (relative variability), skewness, kurtosis,
and the kth central moment.
• Statistical sampling based on the simulation of M -trajectories for SDEs at any fixed
time t ∈ [t0, T ], i.e., random generation of
{
X∆t (ω1), X∆t (ω2), . . . , X∆t (ωM )
}
.
• Kernel approximation of the transitional density (uni-, bi- and tri-variate) of SDEs,
based on the simulation of M -trajectories at any fixed time t ∈ [t0, T ].
• Monte Carlo simulation-approximation of any interesting quantity at any fixed time
t ∈ [t0, T ], with parallel computing.
• Symbolic and numerical computations by an analytical approximation of the first and
central second-order moments (means, variances and covariances) of SDEs.
• Plot(s) routines for various classes of objects in the Sim.DiffProc package.
In Table 1 we give a summary of the key functions introduced in this package (where k
∈ {1, 2, 3}).
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2.3. Parallel implementation of Monte Carlo method: ‘MCM.sde’ details
Monte Carlo methods are based on the analogy between probability and volume. They involve
massive computation due to the replications in simulations (some problems are: computing
column means, bootstrapping, etc.). These structures allow one to develop highly sophisti-
cated Monte Carlo simulation based on the strong law of large numbers. In many cases, these
perform extremely well in circumstances where other methods fail. Often, the purpose of the
Monte Carlo simulation is to approximate an expectation:
µt = E (h(Xt)) , (6)









where X∆t is the corresponding iterate of the numerical scheme with a constant step size ∆.











with M independent simulated realizations
{
X∆t (ω1), X∆t (ω2), . . . , X∆t (ωM )
}
of a discrete
time approximation X∆t at fixed time t.
The approximation (8) depends on which M realizations of the numerical scheme are used
to calculate it. To obtain a statistically reliable result, in the following, we apply the form
with R batches with M realizations each. Then their mean is determined, which is the total
sample mean of realizations
{















The mean (9) is itself only an approximation of the desired value (6), since µ̂t,∆,M,R converges
almost surely (i.e., for almost every generated sequence) to E (h (Xt)) by the strong law of





StR−1 (1− α/2) , (10)
where σ̂2R is the unbiased sample variance of the batch means, and StR−1 (1− α/2) is the
inverse of Student’s St cumulative distribution function with R − 1 degrees of freedom and
confidence parameter α ∈]0, 1[, if R is small. For large R, we can use the normal distribu-
tion instead of the St-distribution (due to the central limit theorem). The accuracy of the
simulation is therefore inversely proportional to the square root of the number of trials. This
means that to double the accuracy the number of trials has to be quadrupled. It is clear that
how good the approximation of (6) is will depend on the accuracy of the stochastic numerical
scheme and step size ∆. A study of Komori, Saito, and Mitsui (1994) indicates that as ∆
decreases, the lack of independence in the samples from a random number generator (RNG)
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typically degrades the computation before rounding errors become significant. We will discuss
this important feature in the following.
Generally, the Monte Carlo method on SDEs is not easy to implement, particularly in a mul-
tidimensional situation. Furthermore, the computational times are very significant. Hence
computational performance can be increased by the use of parallel computing. Parallel com-
puting is the simultaneous execution of the source code of one or more programs, to improve
capacity and speed up the computations (see, e.g., Schmidberger and Mansmann 2010; Lim
and Tjhi 2015). R offers a unified way of doing parallelization with the base package paral-
lel, it can be easily run in parallel on several cores. There are several different approaches
available to achieve parallelization and not all approaches are available for all platforms (see
McCallum and Weston 2011). We will use two main methods to parallelize the Monte Carlo
method: implicit parallelism (multiple cores on a single machine, i.e., multicore) with func-
tion mclapply(), and explicit parallelism (cluster with a multiple machine, i.e., snow) with
function parLapply(). The conceptual differences between these two methods are illustrated
in the following paragraphs.
The first method uses the forking2 techniques (Urbanek 2014) on machines running with
POSIX operating systems with multiple cores, and would simply call lapply() on Microsoft
Windows operating systems, so that the code works but sees no speed gain. In contrast,
on MacOS and Unix operating systems, the most straightforward way to enable parallel
processing is by switching from using lapply() to mclapply(). This method will use all
cores available to it. If you do not want to (either because you are on a shared system or
you just want to save processing power for other purposes) you can set this to a value lower
than the number of cores you have. Setting it to 1 disables parallel processing, and setting it
higher than the number of available cores has no effect. We can easily check the number of
cores we have access to with the command detectCores() available in package parallel.
The second method to parallel processing is more complicated, but works on any system
including Windows systems. The computations in parallel can be extended to all cores on a
single computer or to networked computers (see Appendix E), it uses the PVM, MPI, NWS
standards as well as direct SOCKETS communication technologies for distributed memory
computing, for more details on this technique see the original articles of Rossini, Tierney, and
Li (2007) and Tierney, Rossini, and Li (2009). The general process we will follow is:
i) Start a cluster with n nodes.
ii) Execute any preprocessing code necessary in each node (e.g., loading a package).
iii) Use parLapply() as a replacement for lapply().
iv) Destroy the cluster.
Results based on Monte Carlo simulations are not reproducible unless we set the random seed
in their R code using function set.seed(). The parallel package contains support for multiple
RNG streams based on the algorithms discussed in L’Ecuyer (1999) and L’Ecuyer, Simard,
Chen, and Kelton (2002), with support for both multicore and snow clusters, and is the only
RNG in R that supports multiple streams to generate random numbers in parallel environ-
ments. In addition there are also several packages on CRAN, see, e.g., rlecuyer (Sevcikova,
2The name fork is derived from the POSIX standard for operating systems. In this context, a fork is a
process that generates a copy of itself. This works on any POSIX systems and not Windows.
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Rossini, and L’Ecuyer 2019), rstream (Leydold 2020) and doRNG (Gaujoux 2020). In R we
selected the RNG by calling RNGkind("L’Ecuyer-CMRG") and the clusterSetRNGStream()
function (see help("RNGkind") and help("clusterSetRNGStream")). The idea of L’Ecuyer-
CMRG RNG is that each separate worker generates random numbers independently from the
others, and its period is around 2191, that will provide one stream of random numbers for
about 264 workers. The seed of this generator can be easily advanced a given number of
steps, making it very useful for true parallel RNG support.
Roughly, the best and easiest way to analyze the performance of an application is to measure
the execution time. Consequently, an application can be compared with an improved version
through the execution times:
Speed-up ≈ execution time for a program without enhancements (sequential)execution time for a program using the enhancements (parallel) .
To summarize, the Monte Carlo simulation-approximation in this paper consists of:
1) Exhibiting a probabilistic representation of µt (any interesting quantity at a fixed time t)
of the type (6) such that the numerical solution of the stochastic system (2) is efficiently
simulated.
2) Applying the strong law of large numbers in order to approximate (6).
3) To get the system status at fixed time T (i.e., the state of SDEs at this set time T );
we automatically use linear interpolation with the R function approxfun() available in
base package stats (i.e., the state of the SDEs is linearly interpolated if T 6= n∆).
Remark 1. The whole idea might work in general when the simulation step size ∆ is very
small (high frequency “assumption 2”). To use the numerical methods mentioned previously
(Milstein scheme 1 and 2, Taylor scheme of strong order 1.5) the assumptions on the step size
∆ of simulation can be relaxed, but more regularity on the coefficients of drift and diffusion
is needed (i.e., existence of partial derivatives up to order 2).
Parallel computing with multicore (shared memory) can be summarized into the following
steps:
1) Detect the number of CPUs cores (ncpus) using detectCores().
2) Set parallel RNG using RNGkind("L’Ecuyer-CMRG").
3) Parallel computation of (9) with mclapply(), and leave mc.set.seed to TRUE (the
mclapply() function can set the random number seeds for each worker for us, when the
mc.set.seed argument is set to TRUE; we do not need to call clusterSetRNGStream()).
For parallel computing with snow (distributed memory) the steps are:
1) Start the cluster (cl); we use the function makePSOCKcluster().
2) Send a list of objects to all workers using the function clusterExport().
3) Load packages on all workers using the function clusterEvalQ().
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4) Set parallel RNG on the cluster using the function clusterSetRNGStream().
5) Parallel computation of (9) with parLapply().
6) Stop the cluster with stopCluster().
The R function call consists of (see usage in the package help files):
MCM.sde(model, statistic, R = 100, time, exact = NULL, names = NULL,
level = 0.95, parallel = c("no", "multicore", "snow"),
ncpus = getOption("ncpus", 1L), cl = NULL, ...)
The input arguments for MCM.sde() are:
model: an object of class ‘snssde1d’, ‘snssde2d’ and ‘snssde3d’.
statistic:a function that when applied to the model (SDEs) returns a vector containing
the statistic(s) of interest.
R: number of Monte Carlo replicates (R batches > 1), this will be a single positive
integer.
time: fixed time at which the quantity of interest statistic is approximated.
exact: a named list giving the exact statistic(s), if it exists the bias calculation will be
performed.
names: names for the statistic(s) of interest. Default names = c("mu1", "mu2",...).
level: confidence level of the required interval(s).
parallel: the type of parallel operation to be used. "multicore" does not work on
Microsoft Windows operating systems, but on Unix it uses parallel operations.
Default parallel = "no".
ncpus: an integer value specifying the number of cores to be used in the parallelized
procedure. Default is 1 core of the machine.
cl: an optional parallel cluster for use if parallel = "snow". Default cl =
makePSOCKcluster(rep("localhost", ncpus)).
...: other named arguments for statistic which are passed unchanged each time
it is called through the ... argument.
plot(x, index = 1, type = c("all", "hist", "qqplot", "boxplot", "CI"), ...)
This takes a ‘MCM.sde’ S3 object and produces plot(s) using the R Monte Carlo replicates of
the interesting quantity statistic.
x: an object of class ‘MCM.sde’.
index: the index of the variable of interest within the output of class ‘MCM.sde’.
type: type of plots: "hist" computes a histogram, "qqplot" produces a normal QQ
plot, "boxplot" produces a box-and-whisker plot, and "CI" plots confidence
intervals. Default type = "all".
...: arguments to be passed to par() function to set graphical parameters.
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2.4. Moment equations method: ‘MEM.sde’ details
Rodriguez and Tuckwell (1996, 2000) introduced an elegant and systematic analytical method
which consists of replacing the system of stochastic differential equations with a system of
deterministic equations representing the dynamics of the means, variances, and covariances
of the components (2) (or (3)). This method requires much less computation since it involves
only the solution of a system of coupled deterministic ordinary differential equations. Also,
it leads directly to solutions for the moments of the state variables, such as their means and
variances which are the fundamental properties that we seek for in a model. We report a
slight improvement of their method by adding the case of Stratonovich interpretation; hence
the approach will be adopted in both cases, Itô and Stratonovich SDEs.
Let us assume that the distribution function of X(t) is concentrated near the mean point
X(t) =
{
X1(t), X2(t), . . . , Xd(t)
}
(that is, P
(∣∣∣X(t)−X(t)∣∣∣ < ε), for some (usually small)
positive ε, is close to 1) and is symmetric around this point (see Rodriguez and Tuckwell
1996). For relatively small noise amplitudes, we take advantage of the fact that the third
and higher-order odd central moments are close to zero and that the fourth and higher-
order even moments are small relative to the second moment. Therefore, the exact means











can be approximated by m(t) = {m1(t),m2(t), . . . ,md(t)},
S(t) = {S1(t), S2(t), . . . , Sd(t)} and Cij(t) where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , d (i < j), respectively, which
obey a system of (1/2)d(d+ 3) ordinary differential equations.
The vector of d means m(t) for the various components Xj , at time t is found to satisfy the
following systems of ODEs:
d
dt
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with:





















where ν = 1 and 2 stand, respectively, for the case of Itô and Stratonovich SDEs.
For the general linear system the solutions of these equations give explicit results (as illustrated
in Appendix B). Otherwise, the moment equations can be solved numerically. R offers several
tools for solving a system of ODEs, many of these tools can be found in the CRAN Task View
on Differential Equations at https://CRAN.R-project.org/view=DifferentialEquations
(Soetaert and Petzoldt 2020). For an easy transition from a package such as deSolve (Soetaert,
Cash, and Mazzia 2012), we include a function containing the symbolic computations of the
system (11–13). For this we use the package Deriv (Clausen and Sokol 2020) and the D()
function available in the base package stats, and a list of parameters and their values in
function MEM.sde(), and we will use function ode() (general solver for ODEs) from package
deSolve, to solve numerically the obtained system.
The R function call consists of (see usage in the package help files):
MEM.sde(drift, diffusion, corr = NULL, type = c("ito", "str"),
solve = FALSE, parms = NULL, init = NULL, time = NULL, ...)
The input arguments for MEM.sde() are:
drift: an R vector of expressions which contains the drift specification (1D, 2D and
3D).
diffusion:an R vector of expressions which contains the diffusion specification (1D, 2D
and 3D).
corr: an R vector of expressions which contains the correlation structure between the
Wiener processes (for any 2D and 3D). The default is corr = NULL.
type: type of SDEs to be used; "ito" for Itô form and "str" for Stratonovich form.
The default is type = "ito".
solve: if solve = FALSE only the symbolic computation of system (11–13) will be
made; and if solve = TRUE a numerical approximation of the obtained system
will be performed.
parms: parameters passed to drift and diffusion expressions.
init: initial (state) values of system (11–13).
time: time sequence (vector) for which output is sought; the first value of time must
be the initial time.
...: arguments to be passed to function ode() available in package deSolve, if solve
= TRUE.
The returned object can be summarized using:
summary(object, at, ...)
which provides the summary results at a fixed time, defined by the argument at.
object: an object of the class ‘MEM.sde’.
at: fixed time between minimum and maximum of time sequence (vector). The
default is at = T.
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For dynamic plot(s) of outputs, we will use the functions available in the deSolve package,
e.g., matplot.0D().
3. Model specification and functionalities
In the following, the functionality of the package is illustrated by examples. We present
the main functions and their applications in univariate and multivariate cases (Itô and
Stratonovich SDEs) to demonstrate their flexibility, the potential for parallelization, and
customization for stochastic analysis. For each example, we start by setting the seed and
modifying the R options using
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> options(scipen = 10, digits = 5)
so that readers can replicate the results.
3.1. One-dimensional SDE
The Black-Scholes model
Assume that we want to describe the following SDE type:
Itô form: dXt =
1
2θ
2Xtdt+ θXtdWt, X0 = x0 > 0 (14)
Stratonovich form: dXt =
1
2θ
2Xtdt+ θXt ◦ dWt, X0 = x0 > 0 (15)
In the above f(t, x) = 12θ
2x and g(t, x) = θx (θ > 0), Wt is a standard Wiener process. To
simulate both models (14) and (15) using the snssde1d() function, we need to specify:
• drift and diffusion coefficients as R expressions that depend on the state variable x
and time variable t;
• number of simulation steps N (default: N = 1000);
• number of trajectories to be simulated M = 5000 (default: M = 1);
• initial conditions t0 = 0, x0 = 1 and ending time T = 1 (default: t0 = 0, x0 = 0 and
T = 1);
• integration step size Dt = 0.001 (default: Dt = (T - t0) / N);
• the form of the process using argument type = "ito" for Itô and type = "str" for
Stratonovich (default: type = "ito");
• numerical method to be used (default: method = "euler").
It is extremely easy to simulate 5000 trajectories of models (14) and (15) by the Euler-
Maruyama scheme, with θ = 0.75 and x0 = 1, as follows:
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R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> theta <- 0.75
R> x0 <- 1
R> f <- expression(0.5 * theta^2 * x)
R> g <- expression(theta * x)
Itô form (14):
R> mod1 <- snssde1d(drift = f, diffusion = g, x0 = x0, M = 5000,
+ type = "ito")
R> mod1
Itô Sde 1D:
| dX(t) = 0.5 * theta^2 * X(t) * dt + theta * X(t) * dW(t)
Method:
| Euler scheme with order 0.5
Summary:
| Size of process | N = 1001.
| Number of simulation | M = 5000.
| Initial value | x0 = 1.
| Time of process | t in [0,1].
| Discretization | Dt = 0.001.
Stratonovich form (15):
R> mod2 <- snssde1d(drift = f, diffusion = g, x0 = x0, M = 5000,
+ type = "str")
R> mod2
Stratonovich Sde 1D:
| dX(t) = 0.5 * theta^2 * X(t) * dt + theta * X(t) o dW(t)
Method:
| Euler scheme with order 0.5
Summary:
| Size of process | N = 1001.
| Number of simulation | M = 5000.
| Initial value | x0 = 1.
| Time of process | t in [0,1].
| Discretization | Dt = 0.001.
The snssde1d() function outputs an object of type time series ‘ts’ which can be handled
in R as such, e.g., it can be plotted for both models via plot(mod1) and plot(mod2). The
statistical measures can be approximated for the Xt solution of the SDE at any fixed time
t ∈ [t0, T ], i.e., descriptive statistics of M realizations
{
X∆t (ω1), X∆t (ω2), . . . , X∆t (ωM )
}
at
fixed time t. For example the summary statistics of simulation outputs of mod1 and mod2 at
ending time T is given by summary(mod1, at = 1) and summary(mod2, at = 1).
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For t ≥ 0, the models (14) and (15) have log-normal transition density pθ(t,Xt|Xt0 = x0);
i.e., the density of the distribution of Xt given Xt0 = x0, with the mean and variance of its
logarithm transform (i.e., the log-mean and log-variance) for each SDE type, are given by:
µmod1 = log(x0) and σ2mod1 = θ2t
µmod2 = log(x0) + 12θ
2t and σ2mod2 = θ2t
with mean and variance:
E (Xmod1t ) = x0e
1
2 θ






E (Xmod2t ) = x0eθ






Before talking about the approximation of transition density pθ(t,Xt|Xt0 = x0) for each
type of model, we will illustrate in a one-dimensional linear case that the mean and variance
for (14) and (15), coincide exactly with results obtained by MEM. We obtain the symbolic
computation of a system of two ordinary differential equations for the mean and variance for
each model using the MEM.sde() function (procedure outlined in Section 2.4). We can do this
by simply running the following commands.
Moment equations of (14):
R> MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g, type = "ito")
Itô Sde 1D:
| dX(t) = (0.5 * theta^2 * X(t)) * dt + theta * X(t) * dW(t)
| t in [t0,T].
Moment equations:
| dm(t) = 0.5 * (theta^2 * m(t))
| dS(t) = theta^2 * (2 * S(t) + m(t)^2)
Moment equations of (15):
R> MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g, type = "str")
Stratonovich Sde 1D:
| dX(t) = 0.5 * theta^2 * X(t) * dt + theta * X(t) o dW(t)
| t in [t0,T].
Moment equations:
| dm(t) = theta^2 * m(t)
| dS(t) = theta^2 * (3 * S(t) + m(t)^2)
The exact solution of two symbolic systems of ODEs obtained by the function MEM.sde(),
gives exactly the results previously known for mean and variance of both models, with initial
conditions m(0) = x0 and S(0) = 0. We obtain the numerical results by assigning the value
TRUE to the argument solve, the initial value by c(m = x0, S = 0) and a vector containing
the time points at which the solution is determined by seq(0, 1, by = 0.001). In this case,
we have assigned the outputs for each model to objects called mem.mod1 and mem.mod2 for
further use in the R session.
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Figure 1: Time dependence of the mean (left) and variance (right) for both models (14) and
(15) calculated using function MEM.sde(), which exactly corresponds to the known values.
R> start <- c(m = x0, S = 0)
R> mem.mod1 <- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g, type = "ito", solve = TRUE,
+ parms = c(theta = 0.75), init = start, time = seq(0, 1, by = 0.001))
R> summary(mem.mod1, at = 1)
Approximation of moment at time 1
| m(1) = 1.3248
| S(1) = 1.3252
R> mem.mod2 <- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g, type = "str", solve = TRUE,
+ parms = c(theta = 0.75), init = start, time = seq(0, 1, by = 0.001))
R> summary(mem.mod2, at = 1)
Approximation of moment at time 1
| m(1) = 1.755
| S(1) = 2.3257
The dynamic plots of the outputs (mean m(t) and variance S(t)) for each model are given in
Figure 1. This can be done in R using the code:
R> plot(mem.mod1$sol.ode, mem.mod2$sol.ode, ylab = "m(t)", select = "m",
+ xlab = "Time", main = "", col = 2:3, lty = 1, las = 1, lwd = 2)
R> legend("topleft", c(expression(m[mod1](t), m[mod2](t))), inset = 0.01,
+ col = 2:3, lty = 1, lwd = 2, cex = 1.4)
R> plot(mem.mod1$sol.ode, mem.mod2$sol.ode, ylab = "S(t)", select = "S",
+ xlab = "Time", main = "", col = 2:3, lty = 1, las = 1, lwd = 2)
R> legend("topleft", c(expression(S[mod1](t), S[mod2](t))), inset = 0.01,
+ col = 2:3, lty = 1, lwd = 2, cex = 1.4)
Now, we use the methodology of the kernel approach (see, e.g., Silverman 1986; Wand and
Jones 1995; Scott 2015) to approximate the transition density pθ(t,Xt|Xt0 = x0), based on
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Figure 2: Time-evolution of the approximate transitional density for (14) and (15) at ending
time T = 1 (left), and at fixed time points t = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} made using package
ggridges (right), with initial condition t0 = 0 and X0 = 1.
the simulated trajectories of SDEs (i.e., output of function snssde1d()). The dsde1d()
function (based on function density() available in base package stats) can be used to show
the kernel approximation for pθ(t,Xt|Xt0 = x0). This consists of giving the initial condition
of the SDE, i.e., the starting value x0, and the starting time t0. These two elements can
be defined by assigning values to the arguments of function snssde1d(). The argument at
= 1 in function dsde1d() represents the fixed time t where the transition density is to be
evaluated. For each type of SDE, the kernel estimation of transition density at ending time
T = 1 are reported, see the left panel of Figure 2. Since the density approximation is evalu-
ated over time, it can best be visualized with arranged multiple density plots in a staggered
fashion, also known as ridgeline plots. Motivated by this, we can use the ggridges package
(Wilke 2020), which provides a convenient way of visualizing changes in distributions over
time, and we are reshaping the outputs with function melt() available in the reshape (or
reshape2) package (Wickham 2007); see the right panel of Figure 2 (for the R code see Ap-
pendix A).
With the transition densities from (14) and (15) at t = 1:
R> dens.mod1 <- dsde1d(mod1, at = 1)
R> dens.mod2 <- dsde1d(mod2, at = 1)
R> plot(dens.mod1, xlim = c(0, 8))
R> plot(dens.mod2, add = TRUE)
R> legend("topright", c("mod1", "mod2"), inset = 0.01, col = c("#FF00004B",
+ "#0000FF4B"), pch = 15, cex = 1.6)
The argument hist = TRUE in function dsde1d() produces a histogram plot, with an optional
curve by argument dens for the true transition density, if known, see Figure 3.
Log mean and log variance of (14) and (15) at ending time t = 1:
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Figure 3: Histograms of simulated 5000-trajectories for (14) and (15) and true transitional
density at ending time T = 1, with initial condition t0 = 0 and X0 = 1. Left: Xmod1t=1 |X0 = 1
and right: Xmod2t=1 |X0 = 1.
R> mu.mod1 <- log(x0)
R> sigma.mod1 <- sqrt(theta^2)
R> mu.mod2 <- log(x0) + 0.5 * theta^2
R> sigma.mod2 <- sqrt(theta^2)
R> plot(dens.mod1, dens = function(x) dlnorm(x, meanlog = mu.mod1,
+ sdlog = sigma.mod1), hist = TRUE, xlim = c(0, 8))
R> plot(dens.mod2, dens = function(x) dlnorm(x, meanlog = mu.mod2,
+ sdlog = sigma.mod2), hist = TRUE, xlim = c(0, 8))
Now we give an illustration of the approximation of a quantity of interest (e.g., mean and
variance for an SDE at a fixed time t) using simulated data by the parallelized Monte Carlo
method (procedure outlined in Section 2.3), and we compare the results obtained with the
exact values. The exact values of mean and variance for each model are declared in R using:
R> E.mod1 <- function(t) x0 * exp(0.5 * theta^2 * t)
R> V.mod1 <- function(t) x0^2 * exp(theta^2 * t) * (exp(theta^2 * t) - 1)
R> E.mod2 <- function(t) x0 * exp(theta^2 * t)
R> V.mod2 <- function(t) x0^2 * exp(2 * theta^2 * t) * (exp(theta^2 * t) - 1)
We define the function of a quantity of interest by stat.fun1d in the current R session:
R> stat.fun1d <- function(data, i) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ return(c(mean(d), var(d)))
+ }
We apply the Monte Carlo method at a fixed time T = 1, using function MCM.sde(), with
parallel = "snow" and ncpus = 4 on Windows on a single machine (on a Unix platform,
we can use parallel = "multicore" and for computer clusters see Appendix E).
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Figure 4: QQ plots of the quantiles of the estimator of mean and variance for (14) and (15)
from parallel Monte Carlo versus the theoretical quantile values from a normal distribution.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> mcm.mod1 <- MCM.sde(model = mod1, statistic = stat.fun1d, R = 100,
+ time = 1, exact = list(m = E.mod1(1), S = V.mod1(1)),
+ parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4)
R> mcm.mod1
Itô Sde 1D:
| dX(t) = 0.5 * theta^2 * X(t) * dt + theta * X(t) * dW(t)
| t in [0,1] with mesh equal to 0.001
PMCM Based on 100 Batches with 5000-Realisations at time 1:
Exact Estimate Bias Std.Error RMSE CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
m 1.3248 1.3231 -0.00170 0.00163 0.01633 ( 1.31989 , 1.32627 )
S 1.3252 1.3166 -0.00859 0.00824 0.08244 ( 1.30042 , 1.33272 )
R> mcm.mod2 <- MCM.sde(model = mod2, statistic = stat.fun1d, R = 100,
+ time = 1, exact = list(m = E.mod2(1), S = V.mod2(1)),
+ parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4)
R> mcm.mod2
Stratonovich Sde 1D:
| dX(t) = 0.5 * theta^2 * X(t) * dt + theta * X(t) o dW(t)
| t in [0,1] with mesh equal to 0.001
PMCM Based on 100 Batches with 5000-Realisations at time 1:
Exact Estimate Bias Std.Error RMSE CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
m 1.7550 1.7526 -0.00246 0.00216 0.02165 ( 1.74836 , 1.75682 )
S 2.3257 2.3084 -0.01731 0.01444 0.14474 ( 2.28012 , 2.33672 )
The QQ plot (see Figure 4) indicates that the circles are all very close to the red line (theo-
retical quantile values from a normal distribution), close enough to say these estimators come
from a normal distribution. There is a little random wriggle around the red line, which does
not disqualify these estimators from being normal.
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Parallel Monte Carlo
R = 100 R = 500 R = 1000




Exact 1.3248 1.7550 1.3248 1.7550 1.3248 1.7550
Estimate 1.3231 1.7526 1.3252 1.7554 1.3251 1.7552
Bias −0.0017 −0.0025 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002
Std.Error 0.0016 0.0021 0.0007 0.0009 0.0005 0.0006
RMSE 0.0163 0.0216 0.0163 0.0216 0.0159 0.0211
CI 2.5% 1.3199 1.7484 1.3238 1.7535 1.3241 1.7540





Exact 1.3252 2.3257 1.3252 2.3257 1.3252 2.3257
Estimate 1.3166 2.3084 1.3230 2.3197 1.3244 2.3220
Bias −0.0086 −0.0174 −0.0022 −0.0059 −0.0008 −0.0036
Std.Error 0.0083 0.0144 0.0040 0.0070 0.0032 0.0055
RMSE 0.0825 0.1448 0.0894 0.1567 0.0999 0.1750
CI 2.5% 1.3005 2.2801 1.3152 2.3060 1.3182 2.3112
CI 97.5% 1.3328 2.3368 1.3309 2.3335 1.3306 2.3330
Table 2: Simulation results for mean and variance of mod1 and mod2 approximated by the
parallel Monte Carlo method, with various batches (R batches of 5000 trajectories simulated
by the Euler-Maruyama scheme) at a fixed time T = 1.
R> plot(mcm.mod1, index = 1, type = "qqplot")
R> plot(mcm.mod1, index = 2, type = "qqplot")
R> plot(mcm.mod2, index = 1, type = "qqplot")
R> plot(mcm.mod2, index = 2, type = "qqplot")
In Table 2, we give for each type an approximation of the mean and variance obtained
by function MCM.sde() with various batches at a fixed time T = 1. Through the results
obtained, we find that the parallelized Monte Carlo method is very robust and offers excellent
performance. Moreover, the central limit theorem guarantees convergence and asymptotic
normality of estimators. Due to the parallel random number generation support, this avoids
the problem of lack of independence in the samples from multiple RNG. Hence a replication
number of few independent realizations is sufficient to obtain a suitable approximation for the
first and central second-order moments to provide information on the shape of the distribution.
The standard error (Std.Error) and root mean square error (RMSE) are chosen as criteria for
comparison between the Itô and Stratonovich interpretations. In the case of the Stratonovich
form, note that the two criteria are higher than those found in the Itô form (see Figure 5).
This is explained by the fact that stochastic calculus with the Stratonovich form increases
the variability of a statistic, due to the drift correction formula (4).
We can also confirm these results by the bootstrap method (Davison and Hinkley 1997). In
R, we use function boot() available in package boot (Canty and Ripley 2020) on the same
function of statistics of interest stat.fun1d, and using function rsde1d() to get the initial
sample. More formally:
R> library("boot")
R> data.mod1 <- data.frame(rsde1d(mod1, at = 1))



















































































Figure 5: Standard error (left) and root mean square error (right) for means of Itô mod1 and
Stratonovich mod2, R-batches with M-trajectories simulated at a fixed time T = 1.
R> boot.mod1 <- boot(data.mod1, statistic = stat.fun1d, R = 1000,




boot(data = data.mod1, statistic = stat.fun1d, R = 1000, sim = "ordinary",
parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4)
Bootstrap Statistics :
original bias std. error
t1* 1.3398 0.0014313 0.017048
t2* 1.3917 0.0050765 0.083983
R> data.mod2 <- data.frame(rsde1d(mod2, at = 1))
R> boot.mod2 <- boot(data.mod2, statistic = stat.fun1d, R = 1000,




boot(data = data.mod2, statistic = stat.fun1d, R = 1000, sim = "ordinary",
parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4)
Bootstrap Statistics :
original bias std. error
t1* 1.7195 -0.00026092 0.020519
t2* 2.1407 0.00142817 0.132146
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Number of processors (ncpus)
1 2 4

















0 multicore 1 1 1.529 1.588 1.844 1.88857.346 62.086 37.514 39.101 31.096 32.880




0 muticore 1 1 1.725 1.752 2.064 2.158370.100 393.950 214.509 224.810 179.310 182.553




00 multicore 1 1 2.012 2.089 2.508 2.569749.061 798.307 372.292 382.169 298.635 310.723
snow 1 1 2.003 2.064 2.501 2.532749.061 798.307 374.041 386.847 299.497 315.310
Table 3: Speed-up and execution time (in seconds) for simulation results obtained in Table 2,
with various numbers of processors.
The tie between bootstrap and Monte Carlo simulation of a statistic is obvious, both are
based on repetitive sampling and then a direct examination of the results. A big difference
between the methods, however, is that bootstrapping uses the original, initial sample as the
population from which to re-sample, whereas Monte Carlo simulation is based on setting up a
data generating process (with known values of the parameters). This strategy could be used
to approximate some quantities, like in the bootstrap, but also to theoretically investigate
some general characteristic of an estimator which is hard to derive analytically.
Table 3 shows speed-up and computing time for mean and variance of (14) and (15) approx-
imated by function MCM.sde() at a fixed time T = 1, with different number of processors.
This timing test was done on a 2.20 GHz Intel Core i5-5200U processor running Unix platform
(Ubuntu 17.04 operating system), and 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 of memory. We notice that the
execution time with multicore (shared memory), which is suitable for Unix systems, is faster
than snow (distributed memory).
The nonlinear mean reversion model
Aït-Sahalia (1996) proposed a nonlinear model including polynomial terms for modeling in-




β0 + β1Xt + β2X2t + β3X−1t
)
dt+ σXρt dWt. (16)
Some natural restrictions have to be imposed on the parameter values θ = (β0, β1, β2, β3, σ, ρ)
to have a meaningful specification of the model; for more details we refer the reader to the
Appendix in Aït-Sahalia (1996). In general, there are no exact distributional results. This
model has been estimated empirically using various techniques by many authors including Aït-
Sahalia (1996), Conley, Hansen, Luttmer, and Scheinkman (1997) and Gallant and Tauchen
(1998) just to mention a few references. Later Aït-Sahalia (1999, 2002) proposed an approx-
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imation of transition densities via the Hermite polynomial expansion3. We shall report the
results of the simulation analysis under assumption 2 (high frequency: T = n∆ fixed, ∆→ 0
as n→∞) only for the case: β0 > 0, β1 < 0, β2 ≤ 0, β3 > 0, σ > 0 and ρ > 1.
We can simulate the numerical solution of this model quite easily with parameter values:
(β0 = 2, β1 = −1, β2 = −0.5, β3 = 4, σ = 0.25, ρ = 1.5) and initial conditions: x0 = 5, t0 = 0,
step size ∆ = 0.005, as follows:
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> beta0 <- 2
R> beta1 <- -1
R> beta2 <- -0.5
R> beta3 <- 4
R> sigma <- 0.25
R> f <- expression((beta0 + beta1 * x + beta2 * x^2 + beta3 * x^-1))
R> g <- expression(sigma * x^1.5)
R> mod <- snssde1d(drift = f, diffusion = g, x0 = 5, M = 5000, Dt = 0.005)
We apply the parallelized Monte Carlo method for the model (16) at ending time T = 5, to
the same previous function of interest stat.fun1d (i.e., mean and variance of (16) at ending
time T = 5); we get the following result:
R> mcm.mod <- MCM.sde(model = mod, statistic = stat.fun1d, R = 100,
+ time = 5, ncpus = 4, names = c("m", "S"), parallel = "snow")
R> mcm.mod$MC
Estimate Std.Error CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
m 2.00055 0.00039 ( 1.99979 , 2.00131 )
S 0.06551 0.00016 ( 0.0652 , 0.06582 )
To create the code for the LATEX table of the output results mcm.mod, see Section 5.1.
From the Markovian property of the diffusion, it is also possible to define the stochastic
transient of the model (16) by the time evolution of the probability density function P (x; t),
which satisfies a Fokker-Planck equation also called Kolmogorov forward equation (e.g., see
Risken 1996):



















An analytic solution of the partial differential equation (17) is unlikely due to the nonlinearity
of the model (16). By using moment equations method (11–12), we obtain a set of two
equations of moments (i.e., m(t) mean and S(t) variance) in closed form through function
MEM.sde(). Furthermore, if the user is interested in exporting the equations displayed by
printing ‘MEM.sde’, to be used in a LATEX document, see Section 5.2. In R:
3The sde package (Iacus 2008) contains the function HPloglik(): Hermite polynomial expansion approxi-
mation of the log-likelihood of a process solution of an SDE. This function is useful to approximate maximum
likelihood estimators when the transition density of the process is not known.
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R> MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g, type = "ito")
d
dt
























The stochastic transient with initial conditions (m(0) = x0, S(0) = 0) is numerically solved
from the system (18). We do this by just running the following command:
R> mem.mod <- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g, type = "ito", solve = TRUE,
+ init = c(m = 5, S = 0), time = seq(0, 5, by = 0.001))
R> summary(mem.mod, at = 5)
Approximation of moment at time 5
| m(5) = 2
| S(5) = 0.06557
In Figure 6 we show the results obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation of model (16) and
the system of moment equations (18), where there is an excellent agreement between the two
approaches over time t ∈ [0, 5]. The following code has been used to produce Figure 6.
R> plot(mem.mod$sol.ode, lty = 2, lwd = 4, ylab = "m(t)", select = "m",
+ las = 1, main = "")
R> lines(time(mod), apply(mod$X, 1, mean), col = 2, lwd = 2)
R> legend("topright", c(expression("MEM", "MCM")), col = 1:2, lty = c(2, 1))
R> plot(mem.mod$sol.ode, lty = 2, lwd = 4, ylab = "S(t)", select = "S",
+ main = "")
R> lines(time(mod), apply(mod$X, 1, var), col = 2, lwd = 2)
R> legend("topright", c(expression("MEM", "MCM")), col = 1:2, lty = c(2, 1))
In order to approximate the transitional density of the model (16) using the methodology
proposed by Pedersen (1995), we used function dcSim()4 from package sde (see Iacus 2008,
p. 134), and we compare the results obtained with that of function dsde1d(). The following
code approximates the transition density at ending time T = 5 by both functions, with initial
conditions t0 = 0 and x0 = 5.
With dcSim():
R> parm <- c(beta0, beta1, beta2, beta3, sigma)
R> drift <- function(t, x, parm) parm[1] + parm[2] * x + parm[3] * x^2 +
+ parm[4] * x^-1
R> diffu <- function(t, x, parm) parm[5] * x^1.5
R> x <- seq(1, 3.5, length = 100)
R> dens <- NULL
R> for (to in x) {
+ dens <- c(dens, sde::dcSim(x0 = 5, x = to, t = 5, d = drift,
+ s = diffu, theta = parm, N = 100))
+ }
4dcSim(): simulated transition density of a diffusion process based on Pedersen’s method.
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Figure 6: Approximation of mean and variance as functions of time, where there is good
agreement between results for Monte Carlo simulation based on one batch of 5000 realizations
of (16) and moment equations (18).
With dsde1d():
R> R <- 100
R> dens_R <- lapply(1:R, function(i) dsde1d(eval(mod$call), at = 5))
R> y <- apply(sapply(1:R, function(i) dens_R[[i]]$res$y), 1, mean)
R> xx <- apply(sapply(1:R, function(i) dens_R[[i]]$res$x), 1, mean)
R> plot(x, dens, type = "l", xlim = c(1, 3.5), ylab = "transition density")
R> polygon(xx, y, col = "#0000FF4B", border = "#0000FF82")
R> legend("topright", c("dcSim()", "dsde1d()"), col = c(1, "#0000FF4B"),
+ lty = c(1, NA), pch = c(NA, 15), inset = 0.01)
Indeed, the approximate solutions of the transition density with functions dcSim() and
dsde1d() are nearly identical, as we see in the left panel of Figure 7.
Now, we consider in particular the cumulative distribution function (CDF) FX(x) of a random
variable X with the function defined at any point x as:
FX(x) = P (X ≤ x) . (19)
There are two well-known estimators for the CDF. The first estimator is the empirical cumu-
lative distribution function (ECDF), and the second is the kernel estimator of the distribution
function (KCDF). In fact, we can quickly estimate (19) for model (16) in a specific time T at
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Figure 7: Left: Approximate transitional density for model (16), using the sde package
(dcSim: black line) and the Sim.DiffProc package (dsde1d: light blue). Right: Empirical and
kernel estimator of CDF for model (16). Initial conditions t0 = 0, x0 = 5 and ending time
T = 5.
where 1{·} is the indicator function and H(x) =
∫ x
−∞K(t)dt, with K(·) the kernel function
and h the bandwidth parameter. R has a function ecdf() to compute the ECDF of an
individual data set. The function returns a ‘function’ object to compute the value of Fn(x)
at any point x. Let us write an R function ecdf.fun to compute (20a) as follows:
R> ecdf.fun <- function(data, i) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ Fn <- stats::ecdf(d)
+ return(c(Fn(seq(1.5, 3.75, by = 0.25))))
+ }
To calculate the second estimator (20b), we need to use function kcdf() available in package
ks (Duong 2007). Furthermore, we calculate the bandwidth h using the 1- and 2-stage plug-
in selectors of Polansky and Baker (2000), with function hpi.kcde() (to go further into the
theory see the recent article of Duong 2016). In R we define the function below:
R> kcdf.fun <- function(data, i, stage) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ Fhat <- ks::kcde(d, h = ks::hpi.kcde(d, nstage = stage))
+ return(predict(Fhat, x = seq(1.5, 3.75, by = 0.25)))
+ }
Finally, the use of MCM.sde() is quite simple, i.e., as in the previous examples. The numerical
results of both methods are reported in Table 4, and shown in the right panel of Figure 7.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> mcm.ecdf <- MCM.sde(model = mod, statistic = ecdf.fun, R = 100, time = 5,
+ names = paste0("P(X <= ", seq(1.5, 3.75, by = 0.25), ")"),
+ parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4)
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1.50 0.00514± 0.00010 0.00591± 0.00009 0.00590± 0.00009(0.00494 , 0.00534) (0.00573 , 0.00609) (0.00572 , 0.00608)
1.75 0.15344± 0.00050 0.15847± 0.00048 0.15845± 0.00048(0.15246 , 0.15442) (0.15753 , 0.15941) (0.15751 , 0.15939)
2.00 0.54974± 0.00068 0.55369± 0.00062 0.55370± 0.00062(0.54841 , 0.55107) (0.55247 , 0.55491) (0.55248 , 0.55492)
2.25 0.84682± 0.00047 0.84834± 0.00047 0.84835± 0.00047(0.84590 , 0.84774) (0.84742 , 0.84926) (0.84743 , 0.84927)
2.50 0.95960± 0.00030 0.95996± 0.00029 0.95996± 0.00029(0.95901 , 0.96019) (0.95939 , 0.96053) (0.95939 , 0.96053)
2.75 0.99045± 0.00013 0.99051± 0.00013 0.99051± 0.00013(0.99020 , 0.99070) (0.99026 , 0.99076) (0.99026 , 0.99076)
3.00 0.99785± 0.00006 0.99786± 0.00006 0.99786± 0.00006(0.99773 , 0.99797) (0.99774 , 0.99798) (0.99774 , 0.99798)
3.25 0.99953± 0.00003 0.99953± 0.00003 0.99953± 0.00003(0.99947 , 0.99959) (0.99947 , 0.99959) (0.99947 , 0.99959)
3.50 0.99988± 0.00002 0.99988± 0.00002 0.99988± 0.00002(0.99984 , 0.99992) (0.99984 , 0.99992) (0.99984 , 0.99992)
3.75 0.99997± 0.00001 0.99997± 0.00001 0.99997± 0.00001(0.99995 , 0.99999) (0.99995 , 0.99999) (0.99995 , 0.99999)
Table 4: Results obtained from estimators (20a) and (20b) of the CDF for model (16) at
ending time T = 5. (estimate ± standard error) and (CI 2.5%, CI 97.5%).
R> mcm.kcdf1 <- MCM.sde(model = mod, statistic = kcdf.fun, R = 100, time = 5,
+ names = paste0("P(X <= ", seq(1.5, 3.75, by = 0.25), ")"),
+ stage = 1, parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4)
R> mcm.kcdf2 <- MCM.sde(model = mod, statistic = kcdf.fun, R = 100, time = 5,
+ names = paste0("P(X <= ", seq(1.5, 3.75, by = 0.25), ")"),
+ stage = 2, parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4)
3.2. Two-dimensional SDEs
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and its integral
The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process has a long history in physics. Introduced in essence by
Langevin (Lemons and Gythiel 1997) in his famous 1908 paper on Brownian motion, the pro-
cess received a more thorough mathematical examination several decades later by Uhlenbeck
and Ornstein (1930) and Wang and Uhlenbeck (1945). The OU process is understood here
to be the univariate continuous Markov process Xt. In mathematical terms, the equation is






σdWt, X0 = x0. (21)
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In this equation, µ and σ are positive constants called, respectively, the relaxation time and
the diffusion constant. θ ∈ R is the asymptotic mean of Xt. The time integral of the OU
process Xt (or indeed of any process Xt) is defined to be the process Yt that satisfies:
Yt = Y0 +
∫
Xtdt⇔ dYt = Xtdt, Y0 = y0. (22)
Yt is not itself a Markov process; however, Xt and Yt together comprise a bivariate continuous
Markov process (see Gillespie 1996). We wish to find the solutions Xt and Yt to the coupled








We first take note of the following well-known result, which can be derived from the system
(23). For any t > 0 the OU process Xt and its integral Yt will have a bivariate normal distri-
bution with means and variances given by (where the approximations of the first and central
second-order moments with MEM coincide exactly with the known values, see Appendix B
for demonstration):



























1− 2e−t/µ + e−2t/µ
)
.
We now have a complete and exact solution to the problem of the time evolution of Xt and Yt.
Next, we will use this information to compare with parallelized Monte Carlo simulation. For
(23), we simulate 5000-trajectories using function snssde2d(), with µ = 1, θ = 2, σ = 0.5,
t ∈ [0, 20] and initial value (x0, y0) = (−5, 0). The simulation output of (23) is assigned
to an object called OUI. We can plot the system via plot(OUI), and use summary(OUI, at
= 20) to obtain the descriptive statistics of {
(




X∆T (ω2), Y ∆T (ω2)
)
, . . . ,(
X∆T (ωM ), Y ∆T (ωM )
)
} at ending time T = 20.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> mu <- 1
R> theta <- 2
R> sigma <- 0.5
R> x0 <- -5
R> y0 <- 0
R> f <- expression(1/mu * (theta - x), x)
R> g <- expression(sqrt(sigma), 0)
R> OUI <- snssde2d(drift = f, diffusion = g, M = 5000, T = 20,
+ x0 = c(x0, y0))
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First, we declare the exact values of the first and central second-order moments of (23), for
comparison with the estimated results.
R> Ex <- function(t) theta + (x0 - theta) * exp(-t/mu)
R> Vx <- function(t) 0.5 * sigma * mu * (1 - exp(-2 * (t/mu)))
R> Ey <- function(t) y0 + theta * t + (x0 - theta) * mu * (1 - exp(-t/mu))
R> Vy <- function(t) sigma * mu^3 * ((t/mu) - 2 * (1 - exp(-t/mu)) +
+ 0.5 * (1 - exp(-2 * (t/mu))))
R> Cxy <- function(t) 0.5 * sigma*mu^2 * (1 - 2 * exp(-t/mu) +
+ exp(-2 * (t/mu)))
Secondly, we define the function for the statistics of interest by stat.fun2d (i.e., means,
variances and covariance of (23)).
R> stat.fun2d <- function(data, i) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ return(c(mean(d$x), mean(d$y), var(d$x), var(d$y), cov(d$x, d$y)))
+ }
Next, we apply the parallelized Monte Carlo method for model (23) at ending time T = 20:
R> mcm.oui <- MCM.sde(model = OUI, statistic = stat.fun2d, R = 100,
+ time = 20, parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4, exact = list(m1 = Ex(20),
+ m2 = Ey(20), S1 = Vx(20), S2 = Vy(20), C12 = Cxy(20)))
R> mcm.oui
Itô Sde 2D:
| dX(t) = 1/mu * (theta - X(t)) * dt + sqrt(sigma) * dW1(t)
| dY(t) = X(t) * dt + 0 * dW2(t)
| t in [0,20] with mesh equal to 0.02
PMCM Based on 100 Batches with 5000-Realisations at time 20:
Exact Estimate Bias Std.Error RMSE CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
m1 2.00 1.99966 -0.00034 0.00073 0.00725 ( 1.99823 , 2.00109 )
m2 33.00 32.99981 -0.00019 0.00411 0.04085 ( 32.99175 , 33.00787 )
S1 0.25 0.25296 0.00296 0.00050 0.00580 ( 0.25198 , 0.25394 )
S2 9.25 9.27241 0.02241 0.02009 0.20115 ( 9.23303 , 9.31179 )
C12 0.25 0.24562 -0.00438 0.00215 0.02182 ( 0.24141 , 0.24983 )
We notice that a number of 100 independent replications of parallelized Monte Carlo is usually
enough to get a good approximation at a fixed time T = 20. The resulting plots of simulation
over time t ∈ [0, 20] are given in Figure 8, where there is good agreement between results of
Monte Carlo and exact values of the first and central second-order moments of system (23).
We have several packages for creating a 3D plot in R, which can be very useful for visualizing
the features of a more complex density. For static plotting, we use the scatterplot3d package
(Ligges and Mächler 2003) and interactive plotting is provided by rgl (Adler and Murdoch
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Figure 8: Results of Monte Carlo simulation based on one batch of 5000 realizations of














































B: State at t−s=5
C: Final state
Simulated Expectation
Figure 9: Left: A marginal transition density of x and y over the 5000 realizations of (23)
at t = {0, 2, 4, . . . , 20}. Right: An example of a contour plot of the transitional density of
(23), superimposed on the simulated mean trajectory (m1(t),m2(t)) (R code: supplementary
materials).
2020). The arguments pdf = "Joint" and at = 20 produce a kernel approximation of the
bivariate density function (based on the function kde2d() available in the package MASS;
Venables and Ripley 2002) of the couple (Xt, Yt) at any fixed time using function dsde2d(),
with several forms of display ("contour", "image", "persp", "rgl"), e.g., see the right panel
of Figure 9. The argument pdf = "Marginal" produces an approximation of a marginal
density function of the process. We use the ggridges package to show the evolution of the
marginal density of Xt and Yt at t = {0, 2, 4, . . . , 20}, see the left panel of Figure 9.
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Figure 10: Left: The animation of contour plots of evolution the transition density of (23)
at t = {0, 1, . . . , 20}, superimposed on the simulated mean trajectory. Right: Interactive 3D
plot of bivariate density obtained from a 5000 realizations of (23) at ending time T = 20.
Using the function dsde2d() with pdf = "Joint" and at = 20.
We may generate contour plots of the transition density at fixed time points t = {0, 1, . . . , 20}
with display = "contour", the animation plots are made using the animation package (Xie
2013); see the left panel of Figure 10.
R> mycol <- colorRampPalette(c("gray96", "blue", "green", "yellow", "red"))
R> for (i in seq(0, 20, by = 1)) {
+ plot(dsde2d(OUI, pdf = "Joint", at = i, lims = c(-6, 4, -5, 42), h = 2),
+ display = "contour", color = mycol,
+ main = paste0("Transition Density at t = ", i),
+ plot.axes = {
+ lines(my[seq(1, which(time(OUI) == i), by = 1)] ~
+ mx[seq(1, which(time(OUI) == i), by = 1)], lty = 2)
+ axis(1, seq(-10, 10, by = 1))
+ axis(2, seq(-50, 50, by = 5))
+ legend("topleft", lty = 2, legend = "Simulated Expectation",
+ inset = 0.01)})
+ }
To create an interactive 3D plot for the transition density at ending time T = 20, we use
display = "rgl", see the right panel of Figure 10. Users can also export the matrix of
transition density values and create 3D plots in other programs (for example, see Section 3.3,
where we used package ggplot2; Wickham 2009); and to move the graph plotted in 3D using
the mouse see the writeASY() function available in the rgl package.
R> denJ <- dsde2d(OUI, pdf = "Joint", at = 20, h = 2,
+ lims = c(-1, 5, 23, 44))
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R> plot(denJ, display = "rgl", col2d = "lightblue")
The bivariate cumulative distribution function (BCDF) F(X,Y )(x, y) of two random variables
X and Y for a couple of fixed level (x, y), are given by:
F(X,Y )(x, y) = P (X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) (24)
We can easily approximate (24) at any fixed time T by the empirical BCDF. As in a one-
dimensional case, using formulation (9) for the EBCDF as:







1{X∆T (ωi,j)≤x , Y ∆T (ωi,j)≤y} (25)
and we compare it with the exact bivariate cumulative distribution of system (23), i.e.,
(XT , YT ) ∼ Φ (µ,Σ) , (26)
where Φ corresponds to the bivariate normal cumulative distribution function, with mean
vector µ and variance-covariance matrix Σ at fixed time T . In R, we begin by declaring the
exact values of (26) at ending time T = 20 in coupled points (x ∈ (1, 2, 3), y ∈ (28, 33, 38)).
For that we need to use pmvnorm() from the mvtnorm package (Genz and Bretz 2009; Genz
et al. 2020).
R> T <- 20
R> Mu <- c(Ex(T), Ey(T))
R> Sigma <- matrix(c(Vx(T), Cxy(T), Cxy(T), Vy(T)), ncol = 2)
R> Fxy1 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(1, 28), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Fxy2 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(2, 28), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Fxy3 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(3, 28), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Fxy4 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(1, 33), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Fxy5 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(2, 33), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Fxy6 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(3, 33), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Fxy7 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(1, 38), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Fxy8 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(2, 38), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Fxy9 <- mvtnorm::pmvnorm(upper = c(3, 38), mean = Mu, sigma = Sigma)[1]
R> Ext.val <- as.list(c(Fxy1, Fxy2, Fxy3, Fxy4, Fxy5, Fxy6, Fxy7, Fxy8,
+ Fxy9))
Then we used function ebvcdf()5 (empirical bivariate cumulative distribution function) from
package bivariate (Spurdle 2020) to compute the EBCDF (25), as follows:
R> ecdf2d.fun <- function(data, i) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ xy <- as.matrix(expand.grid(x = c(1, 2, 3), y = c(28, 33, 38)))
+ Fnxy <- bivariate::ebvcdf(x = d$x, y = d$y)
+ return(Fnxy(x = xy[, "x"], y = xy[, "y"]))
+ }
5Users can also use function kcde() (multivariate kernel CDF) from package ks (see Duong 2016).
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At last, we apply the parallelized Monte Carlo at ending time T = 20. We obtain the following
results.
R> name.out <- c(paste0("F(", 1:3, ", 28)"), paste0("F(", 1:3, ", 33)"),
+ paste0("F(", 1:3, ", 38)"))
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> mcm.ecdf2d <- MCM.sde(model = OUI, statistic = ecdf2d.fun, R = 100,
+ time = T, ncpus = 4, parallel = "snow", exact = Ext.val,
+ names = name.out)
R> mcm.ecdf2d$MC
Exact Estimate Bias Std.Error RMSE CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
F(1, 28) 0.00233 0.00236 0.00003 0.00032 0.00064 ( 0.00173 , 0.00299 )
F(2, 28) 0.03177 0.03224 0.00047 0.00097 0.00199 ( 0.03034 , 0.03414 )
F(3, 28) 0.04964 0.04916 -0.00048 0.00101 0.00209 ( 0.04718 , 0.05114 )
F(1, 33) 0.01487 0.01436 -0.00051 0.00065 0.00140 ( 0.01309 , 0.01563 )
F(2, 33) 0.27628 0.27284 -0.00344 0.00153 0.00461 ( 0.26984 , 0.27584 )
F(3, 33) 0.49212 0.49120 -0.00092 0.00126 0.00268 ( 0.48873 , 0.49367 )
F(1, 38) 0.02230 0.02140 -0.00090 0.00104 0.00226 ( 0.01936 , 0.02344 )
F(2, 38) 0.48168 0.48268 0.00100 0.00346 0.00699 ( 0.4759 , 0.48946 )
F(3, 38) 0.92949 0.92956 0.00007 0.00059 0.00118 ( 0.9284 , 0.93072 )
Bivariate nonlinear dynamic system: The general stochastic Haken-Zwanzig equations
The stochastic version6 of a bivariate Haken-Zwanzig model (Friedrich and Haken 1988; Leung
and Lai 1993) is used to demonstrate the slaving principle in Synergetics (Haken 2004) and
it is also related to the more complex ABCDE model (see, e.g., Friedrich and Haken 1992).
We propose the general stochastic model as Stratonovich equations: dXt = (µXt −XtYt) dt+ σ1
(













where rate parameters (µ, α) are non-negative, (σ1, σ2) ≥ 0 describes the amplitude of the
fluctuating quantity, k = 0, 1 and 2 respectively for additive noise, linear and nonlinear
multiplicative noises. Obtaining the analytical solution of (27) is not possible, numerical
methods are required. A complete description of the solution implies assignments of values
to the two rate parameters (µ, α) and to the two initial conditions (x0, y0). This model is
stable and has three fixed points: the first point is eu = (0, 0) describing the extinction of the




representing the coexistence of two-modes (x, y), and they are stable since the eigenvalues of
stability are given by: −0.5α± 0.5
√
α2 − 8µα , if α > 8µ
−0.5α± 0.5
√
8µα− α2 i, if α ≤ 8µ
6For a deterministic version of a bivariate Haken-Zwanzig model see Fuchs (2013a, p. 148).
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Figure 11: The flow field, fixed points and nullclines (red and blue lines are x- and y-nullclines,
respectively) of the deterministic Haken-Zwanzig model, with µ = 1 and α = 3.
where i denotes the imaginary number
√
−1. The flow field, fixed points eu and es, together
with the nullclines are shown in Figure 11, which is made using package phaseR (Grayling
2014); for the R code see Appendix C.1.
The stochastic transient of system (27) is now described by a probability density function
P (x, y; t), which is found to satisfy a Fokker-Planck equation (forward), and is expressed in
the Stratonovich representation by:
∂tP = −∂x
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Should we be able to solve P (x, y; t) analytically, then statistical moments can be calcu-
lated explicitly to provide relevant information (for example, the peak location and width of
P (x, y; t) are determined by the first two orders moments). However, since an explicit solution
of (28) is unlikely; one can quickly obtain the final results of the moment equations for each
type of noise with function MEM.sde(), yet numerical treatment is required to solve these cou-
pled equations with initial conditions: m1(0) = x0,m2(0) = y0, S1(0) = S2(0) = C12(0) = 0,
and for parameters µ = 1 and α = 3. The system (27) allows us to treat and study the
effect of the three types of noise: if k = 0 we have an additive noise, which signifies that the
two representation Itô and Stratonovich are equivalent; and if k = 1, 2 we have linear and
nonlinear multiplicative noise, respectively. We were assigning appropriate values as σ1 = 0.1
and σ2 = 0.05; for a concise presentation, we shall report results only for σ1 > σ2. In the case
k = 0, we choose the initial state x0 = y0 = 0, and in the other two cases x0 = y0 = 1.
In Table 5, we give for each type of noise an approximation of the first and central second-
order moments at ending time T = 100 using functions MEM.sde() and MCM.sde(), where
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MEM MCM
R = 100 R = 500




m1(t) −0.00083 −0.00296± 0.00235 0.00053± 0.00108
m2(t) 1.00166 0.99801± 0.00011 0.99816± 0.00004
S1(t) 3.00499 2.99382± 0.00042 2.99430± 0.00016
S2(t) 0.00042 0.00485± 0.00001 0.00485± 0.00000
C12(t) 0 −0.00021± 0.00015 0.00008± 0.00007




m1(t) 1.72870 1.72672± 0.00017 1.72689± 0.00007
m2(t) 0.99997 0.99902± 0.00015 0.99937± 0.00007
S1(t) 0.01025 0.01487± 0.00003 0.01485± 0.00001
S2(t) 0.01046 0.01335± 0.00003 0.01335± 0.00001




m1(t) 1.73180 1.73181± 0.00002 1.73180± 0.00001
m2(t) 1.00000 0.99999± 0.00003 0.99998± 0.00001
S1(t) 0.00011 0.00015± 0.00000 0.00015± 0.00000
S2(t) 0.00023 0.00033± 0.00000 0.00033± 0.00000
C12(t) 0 0.00003± 0.00000 0.00003± 0.00000
Table 5: Summary of results for moment equations and parallel Monte Carlo simulation
(estimate ± standard error) at ending time T = 100 (R code is listed in Appendix C.2).
there is a good agreement between these two methods. Generally, an agreement between the
results of these methods was reasonably close (see the left panel of Figure 12), which was
obtained when the net mean driving force was large and the variances small. This is to be
expected from the assumptions under which the moment equations are derived.
The right panel of Figure 12 shows the effect of noise on system dynamics. We clearly see the




of (27), which also appears in
Figure 13 where the transition of the limit cycle to a fixed point es was predicted in numerical
studies of the steady state probability. We found that in cases k = 1 and 2 influence of noise
becomes state dependent since the structures of g(x, y) function (diffusion) which are no
longer constant (linear and nonlinear function). Usually, additive noise causes smaller effects
than multiplicative noises, and also could slow down or speed up the transient process of
a dynamic system. From the simulation of system (27), we find that linear multiplicative
noise (i.e., the case k = 1) causes significant effects (that is clearly shown in the right panel
of Figure 12), due to the fact that the response of this system to noise is nonlinear. For a
qualitative comparison of the effects of noise, we evaluate the relative fluctuation Rj(t) for





%, for j = 1, 2.
As previously, we give an illustration of the approximation of Rj(t) at ending time T = 100
with function MCM.sde(), for case k = 1 only (same procedure for the cases k = 0 and 2).
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> mu <- 1
R> alpha <- 3
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Figure 12: Left: The realization of system (27) created using plot2d() plotted in (x, y)-
space. Right: Approximation of the first and central second-order moments as functions
of time, where there is good agreement between results for simulation based on one batch
of 5000 realizations of system (27) and moment equations, for each type of noise (R code:
Supplementary materials).































































































































































Figure 13: Left: An evolution of the marginal transition density of x and y. Center and right:
contour and 3D plots of the transitional density at ending time T = 100, obtained from a 5000
realizations of system (27) for the three types of noise (R code: Supplementary materials).
R> sigma1 <- 0.1
R> sigma2 <- 0.05
R> I1 <- c(x = 1, y = 1)
R> f <- expression((mu * x - x * y), (-alpha * y + x^2))
R> g1 <- expression(sigma1 * x, sigma2 * y)
R> modk1 <- snssde2d(drift = f, diffusion = g1, M = 5000, x0 = I1, Dt = 0.1,
+ type = "str")
R> Rf.fun <- function(data, i) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ return(c(100 * (sd(d$x)/mean(d$x)), 100 * (sd(d$y)/mean(d$y))))
+ }
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MEM MCM







1 k = 0 R1(t) 3.13% 3.13% 4.14% 4.14%
R2(t) 6.13% 6.13% 6.95% 6.95%
k = 1 R1(t) 5.85% 5.86% 7.04% 7.04%
R2(t) 10.22% 10.25% 11.52% 11.54%
k = 2 R1(t) 0.61% 0.61% 0.70% 0.70%
R2(t) 1.50% 1.50% 1.80% 1.80%
Table 6: Relative fluctuations approximated by functions MCM.sde() and MEM.sde() at ending
time T = 100, for both representations Itô and Stratonovich with the three types of noises
(R code: Supplementary materials).

































































































Figure 14: Time dependence of relative fluctuations R(t) due to additive, linear and nonlinear
multiplicative noises of (27), with (x0 = 1, y0 = 1). Left: R1(t) and right: R2(t) (R code:
Supplementary materials).
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> Rf_xy <- MCM.sde(modk1, statistic = Rf.fun, R = 100, time = 100,
+ parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4)
We can also use the outputs of function MEM.sde() (i.e., sol.ode: numerical solution of
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moment equations), to calculate the quantity Rj(t), through the analytical approximation of
mj(t) and Sj(t).
R> t <- seq(0, 100, by = 0.001)
R> S <- c(m1 = 1, m2 = 1, S1 = 0, S2 = 0, C12 = 0)
R> MEMSk1 <- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g1, solve = TRUE, init = S,
+ time = t, type = "str")
R> Rf_x <- 100 * (sqrt(MEMSk1$sol.ode[, "S1"]) /
+ MEMSk1$sol.ode[, "m1"])[length(t)]
R> Rf_y <- 100 * (sqrt(MEMSk1$sol.ode[, "S2"]) /
+ MEMSk1$sol.ode[, "m2"])[length(t)]
In Table 6, we summarize the results obtained for the two representations Itô and Stratonovich
of the stochastic Haken-Zwanzig model. Firstly, we find that the approximation of R(t) by
function MEM.sde() (deterministic method) is slightly smaller than the values found by func-
tion MCM.sde() (statistical method). This is often the case because R(t) is sensitive to minor
changes in the mean m(t) over time t (see the top of Figure 14). On the other hand, the
relative fluctuations of the system with the two representations Itô and Stratonovich are
indistinguishable in the three cases of noise (see the bottom of Figure 14). This means
there is no effect of the type of model (Itô or Stratonovich) on the relative fluctuation, i.e.,
RItô(t) = RStr(t). Secondly, we notice that the relative fluctuation in case of linear mul-
tiplicative noise is greater than in case of additive and nonlinear multiplicative noises, i.e.,
Rk=1j (t) > Rk=0j (t) > Rk=2j (t) for j = 1, 2.
3.3. Three-dimensional SDEs
The radio-astronomy model
In radio-space science, signals from a star are analyzed to get evaluations of certain character-
istic parameters of the star. According to Le Gland (1981), such a signal can be represented









σξt, ∀t ∈ [t0, T ] (29)
where i =
√
−1, µ1 and µ2 represent, respectively, the signal amplitude and the mean phase
of ηt. Zt is a real valued zero-mean process representing the effects of atmospheric turbulence
on the signal ηt, ξt is a complex-valued Gaussian White noise process and σ is a positive
constant. The stochastic process (29) can be written as a complex-valued SDE:
dηt = µ1 exp
(





where Wt is a complex-valued Wiener process, that is Wt = W1,t + i W2,t for independent
Wiener processes W1,t and W2,t, with ηt = Xt + i Yt. The previous equation can be written
as two real-valued equations:{
dXt = µ1 cos (Zt + µ2) dt+
√
σdW1,t
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Le Gland (1981) used an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Zt satisfying the model (21) with θ = 0,
to model the atmospheric turbulence. To simplify the complexity of this model, let us take
the drift of the model (21) as ODE with θ = 0 and for some positive parameter ν to model the
effect of atmospheric turbulence; and let us assume that the diffusion coefficients are different
in each equation. Hence the observed signal ηt consists of the following equations:
dXt = µ1 cos (Zt + µ2) dt+
√
σ1dW1,t
dYt = µ1 sin (Zt + µ2) dt+
√






It is easy to simulate the numerical solution of system (32) by function snssde3d() (under
the assumption 2: T = n∆ fixed and ∆ → 0 as n → ∞), with parameter values: µ1 = 25,
µ2 = π/4, σ1 = 2, σ2 = 1 and ν = 12; initial states: (x0 = 0, y0 = 0, z0 = 100), t ∈ [0, 50]
with step size ∆ = 0.05. In R:
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> mu1 <- 25
R> mu2 <- pi/4
R> sigma1 <- 2
R> sigma2 <- 1
R> nu <- 12
R> x0 <- 0
R> y0 <- 0
R> z0 <- 100
R> f <- expression(mu1 * cos(z+mu2), mu1 * sin(z+mu2), -z/nu)
R> g <- expression(sqrt(sigma1), sqrt(sigma2), 0)
R> mod3d <- snssde3d(drift = f, diffusion = g, x0 = c(x0, y0, z0),
+ M = 5000, Dt = 0.05)
For plotting (in time) we use simply the function plot(mod3d, union = TRUE), and in the
space (O,X, Y, Z) use the plot3D() function, with two display types "rgl" or "persp".
R> plot(mod3d, union = TRUE)
R> plot3D(mod3d, display = "persp", box = FALSE, col = "blue")
Now, we apply function MEM.sde() for the stochastic system (32). We obtain the symbolic
system of ODEs (if we want to export the equations displayed by ‘MEM.sde’ to be used in a
LATEX document, see the system (43) in Section 5.2). In R this can be done quite easily:
R> mem.mod3d <- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g)
R> mem.mod3d
Itô Sde 3D:
| dX(t) = mu1 * cos(Z(t) + mu2) * dt + sqrt(sigma1) * dW1(t)
| dY(t) = mu1 * sin(Z(t) + mu2) * dt + sqrt(sigma2) * dW2(t)
| dZ(t) = -Z(t)/nu * dt + 0 * dW3(t)
| t in [t0, T].
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Figure 15: A trajectory of the stochastic model (32) in time (left) and in xyz-space (right).
Moment equations:
| dm1(t) = mu1 * (1 - 0.5 * S3(t)) * cos(mu2 + m3(t))
| dm2(t) = mu1 * (1 - 0.5 * S3(t)) * sin(mu2 + m3(t))
| dm3(t) = -(m3(t)/nu)
| dS1(t) = sigma1 - 2 * (C13(t) * mu1 * sin(mu2 + m3(t)))
| dS2(t) = 2 * (C23(t) * mu1 * cos(mu2 + m3(t))) + sigma2
| dS3(t) = -(2 * (S3(t)/nu))
| dC12(t) = mu1 * (C13(t) * cos(mu2 + m3(t)) - C23(t) * sin(mu2 + m3(t))) +
sqrt(sigma1) * sqrt(sigma2)
| dC13(t) = -(C13(t)/nu + mu1 * S3(t) * sin(mu2 + m3(t)))
| dC23(t) = mu1 * S3(t) * cos(mu2 + m3(t)) - C23(t)/nu
The exact solutions of the obtained system (43) are given explicitly. We find, the means:








Si (m3(t))− Si (z0)
)]
(33a)








Ci (m3(t))− Ci (z0)
)]
(33b)
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Figure 16: The means and variances-covariances of system (32) approximated by MEM and
MCM (one batch of 5000 realizations). Left: mj(t), middle: Sj(t) and right: Cij(t). (R code:
Supplementary materials).
where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, defined by:
γ = − d
dx
ln (Γ(1)) = −
∫ ∞
0
e−x ln(x) dx ≈ 0.57721 . . .
Many special mathematical functions are present in R, see for example the CRAN Task View
on Numerical Mathematics at https://CRAN.R-project.org/view=NumericalMathematics
(Borchers 2020). To compute the cosine and sine integrals we can use the Ci() and Si()
functions available in package pracma (Borchers 2019). For the Euler-Mascheroni constant
γ, we can use simply the base function digamma(), which gives the first derivative of the
logarithm of the gamma function Γ(x), with γ = -digamma(1).
R> library("pracma")
R> m1 <- function(t) x0 + nu * mu1 * (cos(mu2) * (-Ci(z0 * exp(-t/nu)) +
+ Ci(z0)) + sin(mu2) * (Si(z0 * exp(-t/nu))-Si(z0)))
R> m2 <- function(t) y0 + nu * mu1 * (cos(mu2) * (-Si(z0 * exp(-t/nu)) +





In Figure 16 we compare the results obtained from MEM with those of MCM. We notice
that the means and variances for the two methods are practically indistinguishable, but there
is a bad agreement between the covariance curves (CMEM12 (t) 6= CMCM12 (t)). This is due to the
assumptions for the validity of the MEM which are not satisfied, implying that agreement
with simulation is poor, i.e., the distribution function of system (32) is not concentrated near
the mean point.
We conclude this example by estimating the parameters for the system (32). Since we have
explicit theoretical moments (33a–33d), we want to estimate the vector of the parameters
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(µ1, µ2, σ1, σ2) by the method of moments; this consists of using the empirical moments. For
this, the empirical moments xt and yt, which we respectively equal to the theoretical moments











yt(ωj) = m2(t), (t fixed)
and the same for second-order theoretical moments (33d), that we equal to the sample vari-
ance:
VAR(xt) = S1(t), VAR(yt) = S2(t), (t fixed)
The estimators for µ1, µ2, σ1, σ2 denoted by µ̂1, µ̂2, σ̂1, σ̂2 are described as the solution to the
following system:








Si (zt)− Si (z0)
)]
= 0








Ci (zt)− Ci (z0)
)]
= 0
VAR(xt)− σ̂1t = 0





from (33c), we directly get the estimator ν̂:
ν̂ = tln(z0)− ln (zt)
(35a)
where zt is the numerical solution of the ODE Zt (since zt = zt(ωj) and VAR(zt) = 0,
∀j = 1 . . .M for all t fixed).
Then, to obtain the estimator µ̂1, we apply the operation (34a)× sin(µ̂2)−(34b)× cos(µ̂2), we
get:
µ̂1 =





we substitute (35b) in (34a) and (34b); then to get the estimator µ̂2, we apply the following
operation (34a)× cos(µ̂2)−(34b)× sin(µ̂2), we find:
µ̂2 = − arctan
[
− (xt − x0)
(
Si (z0)− Si (zt)
)
+ (yt − y0)
(
Ci (z0)− Ci (zt)
)
− (xt − x0)
(
Ci (z0)− Ci (zt)
)
− (yt − y0)
(
Si (z0)− Si (zt)
)] (35c)
Finally, for the estimation of the diffusion coefficients, from (34c) and (34d) it is easy to find
for any t fixed:
σ̂1 =
1














Generally, it is very difficult to find explicit results, especially in a nonlinear case, so we always
require some numerical treatment. We propose two solutions to computing numerically the
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estimators if we have explicit moments like in our case. First, we will use the multiroot()
function available in package rootSolve (Soetaert 2020) to solve a nonlinear system (34a–
34d); this function consists of root-finding of n nonlinear equations, using a Newton-Raphson
method (an extension of R function uniroot()). The downside of this function is that the
result will depend on the initial guess of the roots and it is not guaranteed that the roots will
actually be found (that is, the method may fail). The second solution is more efficient; we
are using function gmm()7 from package gmm (Chaussé 2010) to estimate the parameters of
the nonlinear system (34a–34d). This function uses the generalized method of moments of
Hansen (1982), and the result has associated methods like coef, vcov and confint. Inference
can therefore be performed on estimators. In R, we use these two procedures and compare
them with explicit results (35b–35e).
R> root.eq <- function(x, t) {
+ A <- x0 + nu_hat * x[1] * (cos(x[2]) * (-Ci(zt) + Ci(z0)) +
+ sin(x[2]) * (Si(zt) - Si(z0)))
+ B <- y0 + nu_hat * x[1] * (cos(x[2]) * (-Si(zt) + Si(z0)) -
+ sin(x[2]) * (Ci(zt) - Ci(z0)))
+ c(xbar - A, ybar - B, varx - x[3] * t, vary - x[4] * t)
+ }
R> gmm.eq <- function(p, x, t = T) {
+ A <- x0 + nu_hat * p[1] * (cos(p[2]) * (-Ci(zt) + Ci(z0)) +
+ sin(p[2]) * (Si(zt) - Si(z0)))
+ B <- y0 + nu_hat * p[1] * (cos(p[2]) * (-Si(zt) + Si(z0)) -
+ sin(p[2]) * (Ci(zt) - Ci(z0)))
+ m1 <- x[, 1] - A
+ m2 <- x[, 2] - B
+ S1 <- (x[, 1] - mean(x[, 1]))^2 - p[3] * t
+ S2 <- (x[, 2] - mean(x[, 2]))^2 - p[4] * t
+ f <- cbind(m1, m2, S1, S2)
+ return(f)
+ }
R> expl.eq <- function(t) {
+ A <- -(xbar - x0) * (Si(z0) - Si(zt)) + (ybar - y0) * (Ci(z0) - Ci(zt))
+ B <- -(xbar - x0) * (Ci(z0) - Ci(zt)) - (ybar - y0) * (Si(z0) - Si(zt))
+ C <- -(xbar - x0) * sin(-atan(A/B)) + (ybar - y0)*cos(-atan(A/B))
+ mu1_hat <- C/(nu_hat * (Si(z0) - Si(zt)))
+ mu2_hat <- -atan(A/B)
+ sig1_hat <- varx/t
+ sig2_hat <- vary/t
+ return(c(mu1 = mu1_hat, mu2 = mu2_hat, sig1 = sig1_hat,
+ sig2 = sig2_hat))
+ }
Now, we compute ν̂ and empirical moments at any fixed time, for example at ending time
T = 50:
7We can also use function gel() “generalized empirical likelihood method” from package gmm, but it is
very unstable numerically, for more details see Chaussé (2010).
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R> T <- 50
R> data <- rsde3d(mod3d, at = T)
R> Means <- apply(data, 2, mean)
R> Var <- apply(data, 2, var)
R> xbar <- Means[["x"]]
R> ybar <- Means[["y"]]
R> zt <- data$z[1]
R> varx <- Var[["x"]]
R> vary <- Var[["y"]]
R> nu_hat <- T/(log(z0) - log(zt))
R> nu_hat
[1] 11.975
We assign values to the initial guesses c(mu1 = 5, mu2 = 1, sig1 = 0.1, sig2 = 0.1):
R> library("rootSolve")
R> library("gmm")
R> res1 <- c(mu1, mu2, sigma1, sigma2)
R> res2 <- multiroot(root.eq, start = c(mu1 = 5, mu2 = 1, sig1 = 0.1,
+ sig2 = 0.1), parms = c(t = T))$root
R> res3 <- gmm(g = gmm.eq, x = data, t0 = c(mu1 = 5, mu2 = 1, sig1 = 0.1,
+ sig2 = 0.1), method = "Nelder-Mead", control = list(maxit = 1000,
+ reltol = 1e-25))
R> res4 <- expl.eq(T)
R> data.frame(rbind(True.value = res1, Multi.root = res2, GMM = coef(res3),
+ Explicit = res4))
mu1 mu2 sig1 sig2
True.value 25.00000 0.78540 2.00000 1.00000
Multi.root 24.86331 0.79045 2.02504 1.00175
GMM 24.86331 0.79045 2.02464 1.00155
Explicit 24.86331 0.79045 2.02504 1.00175
As we see the outputs are consistent, the approaches multiroot() and gmm() are entirely
in line with the results which are explicitly found. The explicit estimators of model (32)
as a function of t can be inspected graphically in Figure 17. The gmm() function is worth
using because, as said before, one can obtain the variance-covariance matrix and confidence
intervals numerically. In this case, we highly recommend it.
R> res3
Method twoStep
Objective function value: 4.7687e-21
mu1 mu2 sig1 sig2
24.86331 0.79045 2.02464 1.00155
Convergence code = 0








































Figure 17: Explicit estimators of model (32) in t ∈ [0, 50] (R code: Supplementary materials).
R> vcov(res3)
mu1 mu2 sig1 sig2
mu1 4.7069e-04 -3.5478e-06 -2.2289e-05 -2.2747e-07
mu2 -3.5478e-06 4.9271e-07 -4.4379e-07 9.2461e-07
sig1 -2.2289e-05 -4.4379e-07 1.5620e-03 5.6923e-06
sig2 -2.2747e-07 9.2461e-07 5.6923e-06 3.7738e-04
R> confint(res3, level = 0.95)







Transformation of a scalar SDE into three dimensions
Next we consider a scalar SDE driven by three independent8 Wiener processes (W1,t,W2,t,W3,t):
dXt = µW1,tdt+ σW2,tdW3,t, X0 = x0, ∀t ∈ [t0, T ] (35)
To simulate the numerical solution of (35) with package Sim.DiffProc, we make a transfor-
mation to a system of three equations as follow:
(35)⇔

dXt = µYtdt+ σZtdW1,t
dYt = dW2,t ∀t ∈ [t0, T ]
dZt = dW3,t
(36)
8To simulate stochastic models (3D) driven by correlated Wiener processes, see Appendix D.2.
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We simply use function snssde3d(), with µ = 0.75, σ = 0.5, initial states (x0, y0, z0) =
(10, 0, 0) and t ∈ [0, 5].
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> x0 <- 10
R> mu <- 0.75
R> sigma <- 0.5
R> f <- expression(mu*y, 0, 0)
R> g <- expression(sigma*z, 1, 1)
R> mod <- snssde3d(drift = f, diffusion = g, M = 5000, x0 = c(x0, 0, 0),
+ T = 5)
For any t ∈ [0, T ] the process Xt will have a normal distribution with mean and variance
given by (function MEM.sde() gives exactly the known values):





and the auto-covariance function:









min(s, t)2, ∀s, t ∈ [0, T ]. (37)
In order to approximate the density of model (35), based on simulated trajectories, i.e.,
X∆t =
{
X∆t (ω1), X∆t (ω2), . . . , X∆t (ωM )
}
at time T = 5, we will use function density(). In
R (see left panel of Figure 18):
R> T <- 5
R> Ex <- function(t) x0 + 0 * t
R> Vx <- function(t) (1/3) * mu^2 * t^3 + (1/2) * sigma^2 * t^2
R> XT <- rsde3d(mod, at = T)$x
R> plot(density(XT))
R> curve(dnorm(x, mean = Ex(T), sd = sqrt(Vx(T))), add = TRUE, col = 2,
+ lty = 2)
R> legend("topleft", c("Estimate", "True"), inset = 0.01, col = 1:2,
+ lty = 1:2)
One can also estimate the auto-covariance function of the simulated trajectories of (35)
with empirical function COV(), and we will graphically compare them with the exact val-
ues (37). For that one can use graphics functions for 2D available in R (image, contour
or filled.contour, for more details see demo(image)). For example, we use the package
ggplot2 (Wickham 2009), which creates nice graphics with many options to choose from (for
more detail see https://ggplot2-book.org/); see the right panel of Figure 18.
Moreover, if we want to test the normality of the distribution, i.e., if a sample is normally
distributed or not, we use the Shapiro and Wilk (1965) normality test. The null hypothesis
of this test follows a normal distribution, so if p-value < 0.1, one conludes that the sample
does not follow a normal distribution (Royston 1995). This then allows using some statistical
tests if the null hypothesis is retained. In R we use function shapiro.test() available in
base package stats (we can also use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with function ks.test(),
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Figure 18: Left: Kernel density obtained from a 5000 realizations of (35) and true density at
time T = 5, with initial condition t0 = 0 and x0 = 10. Right: Empirical variance-covariance
of model (35), black lines represent exact values (R code: Supplementary materials). µ = 0.75
and σ = 0.5.
it allows testing if a sample follows any given distribution), and we define the function of
statistics of interest (i.e., approximation of W-statistic and p value of the test) by test.fun.
Finally, we apply the parallelized MC at T = 5 to check the normality test.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> test.fun <- function(data, i) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ res <- stats::shapiro.test(d$x)
+ return(c(res$statistic[[1]], res$p.value))
+ }
R> mc.test <- MCM.sde(mod, statistic = test.fun, R = 100, time = 5,
+ parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4, names = c("W-statistic", "p-value"))
R> mc.test$MC
Estimate Std.Error CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
W-statistic 0.99955 0.00002 ( 0.99951 , 0.99959 )
p-value 0.42369 0.02906 ( 0.36673 , 0.48065 )
The MC results return a non-significant p-value = 0.42369 ± 0.02906, so we cannot reject
the null hypothesis, i.e., the model (35) is normally distributed at a fixed time T = 5.
Now we want to approximate the parameters of the distribution of (35) at fixed time T = 5;
we will use the fitdistr() function available in package MASS (maximum likelihood fit-
ting of univariate distributions, see help("fitdistr")). As previously, we define the func-
tion of statistics of interest, i.e., the estimate of parameters of the normal distribution by
estimate.fun (in fact of any distribution, see help("Distributions")), and we use easily
function MCM.sde().
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R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> estimate.fun <- function(data, i) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ est <- MASS::fitdistr(d$x, densfun = "normal")
+ return(c(est$estimate[[1]], est$estimate[[2]]))
+ }
R> mc.estimate <- MCM.sde(mod, statistic = estimate.fun, R = 100, time = 5,
+ ncpus = 4, parallel = "snow", exact = list(mean = Ex(5),
+ sd = sqrt(Vx(5))))
R> mc.estimate$MC
Exact Estimate Bias Std.Error RMSE CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
mean 10.0000 10.0045 0.00445 0.00746 0.07437 ( 9.98983 , 10.01907 )
sd 5.1539 5.1433 -0.01055 0.00506 0.05145 ( 5.13341 , 5.15325 )
4. Application to European options pricing
In order to illustrate how the R package Sim.DiffProc can be used in practical situations, we
give an overview of using the package to approximate the prices of Black-Scholes (1D) and
Heston models (2D) European call and put options, with application to real data sets.
4.1. Black-Scholes European options pricing
The price of a European option C(s, x) at time s is the discounted value at the risk-free rate
of interest r with maturity T , that is (e.g., see Iacus 2011, Chapter 6):
C(s, x) = e−r(T−s)Ef (Xs,xT ) , (38)
whereXs,xT is the price of the underlying at maturity T . The payoff function f(x) for European
call and put options with strike price K, is given by:
f(x) =
{
max (0, x−K) , call option,
max (0,K − x) , put option.
(39)
We can easily approximate (38) using the formulation (9).


















We will use the function GBSOption() available in package fOptions (Wuertz, Setz, and
Chalabi 2017). This function is handy to calculate the exact formulas for the call and put
options of the generalized Black-Scholes model. So, for example, we calculate the price of a
contract with the following parameters: the price of the underlying S0 = 100, the strike price
K = 150, the time to maturity T = 1, the interest rate r = 0.1, the cost of carrying term
µ = 0.75, and the volatility σ = 0.25.
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R> library("fOptions")
R> mu <- 0.75
R> sigma <- 0.25
R> S0 <- 100
R> K <- 150
R> r <- 0.1
R> T <- 1
R> call_true <- GBSOption(TypeFlag = "c", S = S0, X = K, Time = T, r = r,
+ b = mu, sigma = sigma)@price
R> put_true <- GBSOption(TypeFlag = "p", S = S0, X = K, Time = T, r = r,
+ b = mu, sigma = sigma)@price
R> c(call_true, put_true)
[1] 57.3707 1.5422
In order to evaluate the option price with the Monte Carlo method, firstly we need to be able
to simulate M paths of the Black-Scholes model. For that we use the snssde1d() function,
which is extremely simple.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> fx <- expression(mu * x)
R> gx <- expression(sigma * x)
R> BS <- snssde1d(drift = fx, diffusion = gx, x0 = S0, M = 5000)
Secondly, it is quite easy to implement the quantity of interest (40) in R. Let us write a
function EuroOpt.fun to compute the call and put option price of the Black-Scholes model
(or indeed of any process Xt).
R> EuroOpt.fun <- function(data, i, r, K, T, s) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ call <- mean(pmax(0, d - K)) * exp(-r * (T - s))
+ put <- mean(pmax(0, K - d)) * exp(-r * (T - s))
+ return(c(call, put))
+ }
Now we compare the Monte Carlo approximation of the price and the exact price of a Euro-
pean call/put options already obtained by function GBSOption().
R> mcm.EuroOpt <- MCM.sde(model = BS, statistic = EuroOpt.fun, R = 100,
+ parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4, time = T, exact = list(Call = call_true,
+ Put = put_true), r = r, K = K, T = T, s = 0)
R> mcm.EuroOpt$MC
Exact Estimate Bias Std.Error RMSE CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
Call 57.3707 57.3784 0.00770 0.06683 0.66503 ( 57.24741 , 57.50937 )
Put 1.5422 1.5249 -0.01737 0.00712 0.07296 ( 1.5109 , 1.5388 )
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Figure 19: Black-Scholes European options pricing of call and put in t ∈ [0, 1] (R code:
Supplementary materials).
As we see, the parallelized Monte Carlo method gives a reasonable approximation of the price
of a European call/put option to maturity T = 1. The resulting plots of simulation in time
t ∈ [0, 1] are given in Figure 19, where there is good agreement between the results of Monte
Carlo and exact values. So, when the formula of the price is not available in explicit form,
for example, the underlying process is not a Black-Scholes model (for example model (16)),
the MCM.sde() function is useful to evaluate the European options pricing of any model.
4.2. European options pricing under stochastic volatility: Heston model
Under the Heston (1993) model, the stock price Xt follows a Black-Scholes type stochastic
process, and its stochastic variance Yt follows a Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) process.
Hence, the Heston model is described by the bivariate system of SDEs:{
dXt = µXt dt+
√
YtXt dB1,t




where the two Wiener processes are correlated, that is E (dB1,tdB2,t) = ρdt. In the second
equation, volatility is mean-reverting to its long-run level θ with speed ν; σ is the volatility of
volatility. If the condition 2νθ > σ2 holds, then the drift is sufficiently large for the variance
process Yt to be guaranteed positive and not reach zero (known as the Feller condition). The
correlation is an important part of the model (41). If the correlation is negative, volatility
increases as the underlying asset falls and volatility decreases as the underlying rises. In par-
ticular, for the Monte Carlo simulation, it is more convenient to first generate independent
Wiener processes; we can easily translate these correlated Wiener processes into uncorre-
lated ones by Cholesky decomposition which gives the decomposition of (Bi,t)i=1,2 onto the
orthogonal basis (Wi,t)i=1,2: dB1,t = dW1,tdB2,t = ρ dW1,t +√1− ρ2 dW2,t
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Note that E (dB1,tdB2,t) = ρdt. Moreover, since (Wi,t)i=1,2 are two independent Wiener





= dt. We can rewrite the Heston model
(41) in the orthogonal basis as:
(41)⇔

dXt = µXt dt+
√
YtXt dW1,t








Now let us use the functions callHestoncf() and putCallParity() available in R package
NMOF (Gilli, Maringer, and Schumann 2019). These functions are useful for calculating the
price of a European call and put with the characteristic function of the log price in the Heston
model. In R we calculate the value of the call and put under the following parameters: the
price of the underlying x0 = 100, initial variance y0 = 0.3, the strike price K = 120, the time
to maturity T = 1, risk-free rate µ = 0.15, dividend yield q = 0, long run variance θ = 0.25,
speed of mean reversion ν = 2, volatility of volatility σ = 0.2 and finally the correlation
ρ = 0.75.
R> library("NMOF")
R> x0 <- 100
R> y0 <- 0.3
R> rho <- 0.75
R> K <- 120
R> T <- 1
R> mu <- 0.15
R> q <- 0
R> theta <- 0.25
R> nu <- 2
R> sigma <- 0.2
R> callHMcf <- callHestoncf(S = x0, X = K, tau = T, r = mu, q = q, v0 = y0,
+ vT = theta, rho = rho, k = nu, sigma = sigma)
R> putHMcf <- putCallParity(what = "put", call = callHMcf, S = x0, X = K,
+ tau = T, r = mu, q = q)
R> c(callHMcf, putHMcf)
[1] 19.524 22.809
Like before, to evaluate the price of a European call and put with the Monte Carlo method,
firstly we need to be able to simulate M paths of the Heston model (41). For that we use
function snssde2d()9, where we define a new argument corr10 using a symmetric positive-
definite square matrix (two dimensions), which contains the correlation structure between the
Wiener processes B1,t and B2,t; i.e., E (dB1,tdB2,t) = ρdt.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> f <- expression(mu * x, nu * (theta - y))
9In the correlation case, currently, we can use only the Euler-Maruyama and Milstein scheme.
10We can define the correlation structure by a variance-covariance matrix since we use function cov2cor()
from the base package stats, which transforms a covariance matrix into the corresponding correlation matrix
efficiently. For the moments equations of the Heston model obtained by function MEM.sde(), see Appendix D.1.
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R> g <- expression(sqrt(y) * x, sigma * sqrt(y))
R> Sigma <- matrix(c(1, 0.75, 0.75, 1), nrow = 2, ncol = 2)
R> HM <- snssde2d(drift = f, diffusion = g, corr = Sigma, x0 = c(x0, y0),
+ M = 5000)
Let us write a new function EuroOpt.fun2d to compute the call and put options price of the
Heston model (or indeed of any bivariate process).
R> EuroOpt.fun2d <- function(data, i, r, K, T) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ call <- mean(pmax(0, d$x - K)) * exp(-r * T)
+ put <- mean(pmax(0, K - d$x)) * exp(-r * T)
+ return(c(call, put))
+ }
Now we compare the parallel Monte Carlo approximation of the price of a European call and
put with that already obtained by the characteristic function,
R> mc.HM <- MCM.sde(model = HM, statistic = EuroOpt.fun2d, R = 100, exact =
+ list("CallHM" = callHMcf, "PutHM" = putHMcf), parallel = "snow",
+ ncpus = 4, r = mu, K = K, T = T)
R> mc.HM
Itô Sde 2D:
| dX(t) = mu * X(t) * dt + sqrt(Y(t)) * X(t) * dB1(t)
| dY(t) = nu * (theta - Y(t)) * dt + sigma * sqrt(Y(t)) * dB2(t)




PMCM Based on 100 Batches with 5000-Realisations at time 1:
Exact Estimate Bias Std.Error RMSE CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
CallHM 19.524 19.501 -0.02339 0.06447 0.64189 ( 19.37461 , 19.62733 )
PutHM 22.809 22.811 0.00137 0.03422 0.34052 ( 22.74362 , 22.87776 )
As we can see, the price of the call (put) provided by the characteristic function of the Heston
model and the parallel Monte Carlo approach are quite close (the relative difference is 0.117%
for call and 0.008% for put). In Figure 20, we can see the importance of the correlation
ρ, where there is a dependence between the call (put) price and volatility σ. Indeed if the
correlation is negative then the call (put) price increases with the fall in volatility.
4.3. European options pricing approximation to real data sets
Now, if we look at the market price of, e.g., a call or put option at a given fixed time,
we can compare the price predicted from real data by the exact Black and Scholes formula
with (40) (i.e., compare the results of GBSOption() vs. MCM.sde() using real data). We are



















































































Figure 20: The dependence of call (put) options price on the correlation and volatility. Heston
model with: X0 = 100, Y0 = 0.3, K = 120, T = 1, µ = 0.15, ν = 2 and θ = 0.25 (R code:
Supplementary materials).
therefore interested in the period ending in February 2019, and we get the 1000 closing levels
of S&P50011 prior to that date. For that purpose, we use function get.hist.quote() from
the tseries package (Trapletti and Hornik 2019).
R> library("tseries")
R> S <- get.hist.quote(start = "2015-03-05", end = "2019-02-24",









We then plot the data with function chartSeries() from the quantmod package (Ryan,
Ulrich, Thielen, Teetor, and Bronder 2020), see Figure 21.
R> library("quantmod")
R> chartSeries(S, theme = chartTheme("white"), TA = NULL, name = "S&P 500")
Now we calculate the annual interest rate r and historical volatility σ of 1000 closing levels
of S&P500 by two techniques. We consider ∆t = 1/252 (because we use daily data) and the
11The Standard and Poor’s 500 is an index of the 500 most dominant companies listed on the US stock
market. There are also about twenty foreign companies. This is the benchmark par excellence.
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Figure 21: Close values of the S&P 500.
expiry date was 22 February 2019 which corresponds to 1000 days, thus we set T = 1000∆t.
We create the log-returns using diff(log(S)) and then we estimate the parameters of the
Black-Scholes model (see Iacus 2011, Chapter 5). In R we obtain immediately the following
estimator:
R> Dt <- 1/252
R> X <- diff(log(S))
R> sigma.hat <- sqrt(var(X, na.rm = TRUE)/Dt)[1, 1]
R> r.hat <- (mean(X, na.rm = TRUE)/Dt) + 0.5 * sigma.hat^2
R> c(r.hat, sigma.hat)
[1] 0.08125 0.13762
As second approach12, we use maximum likelihood estimation based on the true likelihood
of the Black-Scholes model. This is accomplished in R using the mle() function from the
base package stats4, and the dcBS() function (the true density function of the Black-Scholes
model) available in the package sde (Iacus 2016). In this case, the R code is quite easy to
implement:
R> library("stats4")
R> X <- ts(sapply(1:nrow(S), function(i) S[, "Close"][[i]]), start = 0,
+ deltat = Dt)
R> BS.lik <- function(r.hat, sigma.hat) {
+ n <- length(X)
12We can use function qmle() “quasi-maximum likelihood estimation for the SDEs” from the yuima package
(see Iacus and Yoshida 2018, Chapter 2).
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+ Dt <- deltat(X)
+ -sum(sde::dcBS(x = X[2:n], Dt, x0 = X[1:(n-1)],
+ theta = c(r.hat, sigma.hat), log = TRUE))
+ }
R> fit.BS <- stats4::mle(BS.lik, start = list(r.hat = 1, sigma.hat = 1),




stats4::mle(minuslogl = BS.lik, start = list(r.hat = 1, sigma.hat = 1),





-2 log L: 8850
It is reasonable at this point to extract the model coefficients with function coef() and get




R> confint(fit.BS, level = 0.95)
Profiling...
2.5 % 97.5 %
r.hat -0.05425 0.21681
sigma.hat 0.13173 0.14381
We can now calculate the exact price of call and put options of 1000 closing levels of S&P500 by
identifying all quantities, the strike priceK = 2600, S0 = 2101.04, the expiry date T = 1000∆t
which corresponds to 22 February 2019. The estimated annual interest rate was r̂ = 0.08125
and historical volatility σ̂ = 0.13756. In order to obtain the standard formulas, one has to
put b = r.hat in function GBSOption().
R> S0 <- S[[1]]
R> K <- 2600
R> T <- nrow(S) * (1/252)
R> s <- 0
R> r.hat <- coef(fit.BS)[[1]]
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R> sigma.hat <- coef(fit.BS)[[2]]
R> call_BS <- GBSOption(TypeFlag = "c", S = S0, X = K, Time = T, r = r.hat,
+ b = r.hat, sigma = sigma.hat)@price
R> put_BS <- GBSOption(TypeFlag = "p", S = S0, X = K, Time = T, r = r.hat,
+ b = r.hat, sigma = sigma.hat)@price
R> c(call_BS, put_BS)
[1] 342.83 125.24
As in the previous example we simulate M paths of the Black-Scholes model, with the two
estimated parameters of the model r̂ and σ̂, and X0 = S0, ∆t = 1/252.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> fx <- expression(r.hat * x)
R> gx <- expression(sigma.hat * x)
R> BS <- snssde1d(drift = fx, diffusion = gx, x0 = S0, Dt = 1/252, M = 5000)
We apply the parallelized Monte Carlo method on the previous function EuroOpt.fun. Fi-
nally, we find the price of the call and put options of 1000 closing levels of S&P500.
R> mcm.EuroOpt <- MCM.sde(BS, statistic = EuroOpt.fun, R = 500,
+ parallel = "snow", ncpus = 4, time = T, exact = list(Call = call_BS,
+ Put = put_BS), r = r.hat, K = K, T = T, s = s)
R> mcm.EuroOpt$MC
Exact Estimate Bias Std.Error RMSE CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
Call 342.83 342.88 0.04737 0.28666 6.4036 ( 342.31841 , 343.44209 )
Put 125.24 125.26 0.02052 0.12779 2.8548 ( 125.00936 , 125.51028 )
We obtain an excellent agreement between the exact values and the result obtained by the
parallelized Monte Carlo method (see the left panel of Figure 22). Thus, in practice when the
explicit formulas for calculating the price of the options do not exist, it is always possible to
rely on the formula (40).
As a demonstration, if we want to approximate the time τ (if it exists before the time to
maturity T ) at which the price of call equals the price of put with a strike price K = 2600,
i.e., Call(K, τ) = Put(K, τ). The necessary R code to perform this approximation is then:
R> call_MC <- sapply(time(BS), function(i)
+ mean(pmax(0, rsde1d(BS, at = i) - K)) * exp(-r.hat * (i - 0)))
R> put_MC <- sapply(time(BS), function(i)
+ mean(pmax(0, K - rsde1d(BS, at = i))) * exp(-r.hat * (i - 0)))
R> call_fun <- stats::approxfun(time(BS), call_MC)
R> put_fun <- stats::approxfun(time(BS), put_MC)
R> tau <- stats::uniroot(f = function(x) (call_fun(x)- put_fun(x)),
+ lower = 0, upper = TRUE, tol = .Machine$double.eps)$root
R> tau
[1] 2.608
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Call(K, τ) = Put(K, τ)
Figure 22: Left: The price of call and put options of 1000 closing levels of S&P500 with strike
price K = 2600. Ethe strike price K as a function of the time τ at which the price of call
equals the price of put (between 05 March 2015 and 22 February 2019).
K τ Price of Call/Put Corresponds to the date
2200 0.57495 87.93 2015-09-30
2300 1.11792 122.96 2016-04-18
2400 1.65086 148.75 2016-10-27
2500 2.13039 169.11 2017-04-21
2600 2.60786 187.23 2017-10-12
2700 3.06512 202.19 2018-03-29
2800 3.53046 217.44 2018-09-14
2900 3.94199 230.74 2019-02-12
Table 7: The sensitivity of the strike price K with respect to the time τ at which the price of
call equals the price of put, i.e., Call(K, τ) = Put(K, τ) (R code: Supplementary materials).
Indeed, τ = 2.608 then corresponds to 12 October 2017. Moreover, this is shown in the left
panel of Figure 22. The right panel of Figure 22 shows that the strike price K is an increasing
function of the time τ at which the price of call equals the price of put. We summarize the
numerical results obtained in Table 7.
R> time(S)[which.min(time(BS) <= tau)]
[1] "2017-10-12"
5. Miscellaneous tools for the Sim.DiffProc environment
A simple utility writing available in function TEX.sde() produces the related LATEX codes (ta-
bles and math expressions) using the Sim.DiffProc package, which can be copied and pasted in
a scientific article. Note that there are already several tools available for the R environment for
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generating LATEX code. Many of these tools can be found in the CRAN Task View on Repro-
ducible Research at https://CRAN.R-project.org/view=ReproducibleResearch (Blischak
and Hill 2020). In the following we present the new tools for constructing LATEX tables and
mathematical expressions with the Sim.DiffProc package. The R function call consists of:
TEX.sde(object, ...)
The input parameters for TEX.sde() are:
object: an object of class ‘MCM.sde’ or ‘MEM.sde’; or an R vector of expressions of SDEs,
i.e., drift and diffusion coefficients.
...: if object of class ‘MCM.sde’, arguments to be passed to kable() function available
in package knitr (Xie 2015).
5.1. LATEX table for objects of class ’MCM.sde’
The Monte Carlo results of the ‘MCM.sde’ class can be presented in terms of LATEX tables.
Our goal is to make the TEX.sde() method modular and flexible. We thus leave tasks, such
as formatting of the table, possible to be modified by the user. For this, we are using function
kable() (for more details see help("kable")) available in package knitr (Xie 2015), which
converts an output of ‘MCM.sde’ class into the corresponding LATEX code for a table. In
Section 3.1 we have assigned the outputs of the Monte Carlo method to an object called
mcm.mod. In R, we create the LATEX table for this object using the following code:
R> TEX.sde(object = mcm.mod, booktabs = TRUE, align = "r", caption =
+ paste("\\LaTeX~table for output results of class \\class{MCM.sde} ",
+ "generated by \\code{TEX.sde()} method.")
%%% LaTeX table generated in R 4.0.2 by TEX.sde() method
%%% Copy and paste the following output in your LaTeX file
\begin{table}
\caption{\label{tab:}
\LaTeX~table for output results of class \class{MCM.sde}




& Estimate & Std.Error & CI( 2.5 \% , 97.5 \% )\\
\midrule
$m(t)$ & 2.00055 & 0.00039 & ( 1.99979 , 2.00131 )\\




This LATEX code can be included in LATEX documents. If we use booktabs = TRUE in the
previous function, the LATEX add-on package booktabs must be loaded in the .tex document.
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Estimate Std.Error CI( 2.5 % , 97.5 % )
m(t) 2.00055 0.00039 ( 1.99979 , 2.00131 )
S(t) 0.06551 0.00016 ( 0.0652 , 0.06582 )
Table 8: LATEX table for output results of class ‘MCM.sde’ generated by TEX.sde() method.
Table 8 shows the results of applying our TEX.sde() method to an object of class ‘MCM.sde’.
If the results of the simulation become complicated enough, creating LATEX tables from R
significantly reduces the work, especially if the simulation study needs to be repeated due to
bug fixes, enhancements, or modified implementation.
5.2. LATEX mathematics for objects of class ’MEM.sde’
Since many reports are produced using R and LATEX, it is very useful to be able to auto-
matically convert mathematical expressions from one language to another. In the following,
our goal is to automatically convert an R expression for an object of class ‘MEM.sde’ into its
appropriate LATEX representation. We will use the R codes available in the book of Wick-
ham (2015, p. 320–328), with some modifications, improvements and adaptation with the
Sim.DiffProc package. To give some concrete examples, we want to automatically generate
the LATEX code appropriate for the moment equations obtained from the model (23) using
method TEX.sde().
R> f <- expression(1/mu * (theta - x), x)
R> g <- expression(sqrt(sigma), 0)
R> mem.oui <- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g)
R> TEX.sde(object = mem.oui)
%%% LaTeX equation generated in R 4.0.2 by TEX.sde() method




\frac{d}{dt} m_{1}(t) ~& = \frac{\left(\theta - m_{1}(t) \right)}{\mu} \\
\frac{d}{dt} m_{2}(t) ~& = m_{1}(t) \\
\frac{d}{dt} S_{1}(t) ~& = \sigma - 2 \, \left(\frac{S_{1}(t)}{\mu}\right) \\
\frac{d}{dt} S_{2}(t) ~& = 2 \, C_{12}(t) \\




This can be typed with LATEX to produce a system (44–45). For another example of a more
complex system such as (32), we have assigned the output of the moment equations to an
object called mem.mod3d in Section 3.3, and we easily create the LATEX code for this object
by simply running the following command:
R> TEX.sde(object = mem.mod3d)
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The output of the previous code can be copied and pasted into a .tex document to produce
the system (43). Note that it is obvious that the LATEX package amsmath must also be loaded
in the .tex document.
d
dt
m1(t) = µ1 (1− 0.5S3(t)) cos(µ2 +m3(t))
d
dt








S1(t) = σ1 − 2C13(t)µ1 sin(µ2 +m3(t))
d
dt
























5.3. LATEX mathematics for an R expression of SDEs
In this section, we will convert the R expressions of an SDE, i.e., drift and diffusion coefficients
into their LATEX mathematical equivalents with the same procedures as previous. For instance
for the drift and diffusion of (32):
R> f <- expression(mu1 * cos(z+mu2), mu1 * sin(z + mu2), -z/nu)
R> g <- expression(sqrt(sigma1), sqrt(sigma2), 0)
R> TEX.sde(object = c(drift = f, diffusion = g))
%%% LaTeX equation generated in R 4.0.2 by TEX.sde() method




dX_{t} &= \mu_{1} \, \cos(Z_{t}+\mu_{2})\:dt +\sqrt{\sigma_{1}} \:dW_{1, t}\\
dY_{t} &= \mu_{1} \, \sin(Z_{t}+\mu_{2})\:dt +\sqrt{\sigma_{2}} \:dW_{2, t}\\




This in LATEX will create the system (32). Another much more sophisticated example is given
by:
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R> f <- expression((alpha * x * (1 - x/beta) - delta * x^2 *
+ y/(kappa + x^2)), (gamma * x^2 * y / (kappa + x^2) - mu * y^2))
R> g <- expression(sqrt(sigma1) * x * (1 - y), abs(sigma2) * y * (1 - x))

















) − µY 2t
)
dt+ |σ2| Yt (1−Xt) dW2,t
6. Discussion
In this work we have presented the most used methods in stochastic dynamics systems, ana-
lyzing in detail the moment equation method and Monte Carlo simulation (version parallel).
The MCS approach is very general and works in almost all circumstances especially when the
simulation mesh is very small (under assumption 2 “high frequency”). For high-dimensional
functionals, it is sometimes the only method of obtaining a solution for real engineering prob-
lems, and it is a powerful tool to approximate an interesting quantity in an empirical manner,
especially when we do not have an analytic form of a solution. Besides being more efficient
than analytical-based approaches, it has the advantages that the tools of deterministic anal-
ysis can be fully exploited. As a drawback, the computational costs required are often very
high. The computational efforts increase with the dimension and the complexity of the non-
linear structural models. The cost of this generality is the large sample sizes (dependence
between simulated samples) required to obtain reasonably accurate estimates. The parallel
RNG support is perhaps the most interesting and important feature of parallel computing,
which allows us to avoid the problem of lack of independence in the samples from multiple
RNG.
The moment equation method is advantageous for analyzing the effects of noise in stochastic
systems. These moments implicitly include information on relative fluctuations R(t). Some-
times, it provides explicit results (generally in the linear case); otherwise, we can quickly solve
these equations by standard numerical methods. This avoidsgreedy calculations of time asso-
ciated with the need to average over many batches of MCS. The moments obtained compared
favorably with those obtained by MCS when the noise was small. Stochastic analysis always
requires some approximation treatment. The moment equation method provides here a con-
cise picture of a stochastic transient. Generally in the linear case we find explicit results, but
in the nonlinear case it is very difficult, as we have seen in Section 3.3. It furthermore enables
an analytical study of the transient characteristics so that noise effects could be explicitly and
systematically compared. Results derived from Section 3.2 demonstrate that there is no effect
of the type of stochastic model (Itô or Stratonovich) on the relative fluctuation. We have
confirmed these results analytically in Section 3.1, where we easily find Rmod1(t) = Rmod2(t).
Since the response of a dynamic system to noise is nonlinear, noisy systems could reveal more
complex and exciting phenomena than deterministic systems. Further study of the effects of
noise on nonlinear systems is needed.
We have demonstrated how the Sim.DiffProc package may be used to simulate, estimate and
analyze the dynamics of scalar and multivariate systems of Itô and Stratonovich SDEs driven
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by uncorrelated and correlated Wiener processes. Moreover, we highlighted the performance
of symbolic and numerical computation of the package, through several examples and ap-
plications. Two central components of the package are the approximation of a quantity of
interest for a stochastic model with parallelized MC, and an analytical approach for the deter-
mination of the first and central second-order moments, which are highly useful for studying
stochastic dynamics. The R language is also a powerful high-level programming language
that is well suited for expressing complex mathematical computations, as stochastic analysis
of SDEs. There can be a tension between language features that support interactive use,
and features that support the development of reliable, high performance code. LATEX math-
ematics are complex. Fortunately, they are well documented. That said, they have a fairly
simple structure, which could be used as a quick starting point for the more complex editing
of a scientific article using R and LATEX. We hope that the package presented here and the
updated survey on the subject might be of help for practitioners and researchers in the field
who might want to implement new methods and ideas using R package Sim.DiffProc. One
of the most significant limitations of the latest version of the package (version 4.8), is that
jump-type stochastic models are not developed in this version, making modeling limited to
a class of SDEs. Future efforts will work toward extending the package to more complex
systems, driven by fractional Brownian motion and Lévy processes, with jumps specified.
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R> Seq_time <- seq(0.2, 1, by = 0.2)
R> Model <- c("mod1", "mod2")
R> Res1 <- do.call("cbind", lapply(Seq_time, function(i) rsde1d(mod1,
+ at = i)))
R> Res2 <- do.call("cbind", lapply(Seq_time, function(i) rsde1d(mod2,
+ at = i)))
R> Data <- data.frame(expand.grid(x = sort(rep(Seq_time, mod1$M)),
+ y = Model), reshape::melt(c(Res1, Res2)))
R> names(Data) <- c("time", "Model", "value")
R> ggplot(Data, aes(x = value, y = as.factor(time), fill = Model)) +
+ geom_density_ridges2(scale = 1.5, rel_min_height = 0.001, alpha = 0.2,
+ from = 0, to = 6) +
+ scale_fill_cyclical(values = c("#FF00004B", "#0000FF4B"),
+ guide = "legend", labels = c("mod1", "mod2"), name = "") +
+ scale_y_discrete(expand = c(0, 0)) +
+ scale_x_continuous(expand = c(0, 0)) +
+ xlab("Value") + ylab("Time") + theme_ridges()
B. Moment equations of OU process and its integral
We will illustrate in a two-dimensional linear case that the first and central second-order
moments for system (23), found by the approximation procedure coincide exactly with the
known values. Letting the means, variances and covariance of the coupled (Xt, Yt) be m(t) =
(m1(t),m2(t)), S(t) = (S1(t), S2(t)) and C12(t), respectively. Application of the above for-











The exact solutions of (44) with m1(0) = x0 and m2(0) = y0 are:
m1(t) = θ + (x0 − θ) e−t/µ




and with the application of the two formulas (12) and (13), then we have the following three
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coupled differential equations for the two variances S1(t), S2(t) and the covariance C12(t):
d
dt


































1− 2e−t/µ + e−2t/µ
)
which are exactly the known mean, variance and covariance for system (23).
C. Stochastic Haken-Zwanzig model
C.1. R code for Figure 11
R> library("phaseR")
R> HZ.model <- function(t, y, parameters) {
+ mu <- parameters[1]
+ alpha <- parameters[2]
+ x <- y[1]
+ y <- y[2]
+ dy <- numeric(2)
+ dy[1] <- mu * x - x * y
+ dy[2] <- -alpha * y + x^2
+ list(dy)
+ }
R> mu <- 1
R> alpha <- 3
R> parms <- c(mu, alpha)
R> HZ.flowField <- flowField(HZ.model, xlim = c(-4, 4), ylim = c(-1, 2.5),
+ parameters = parms, add = FALSE, points = 16, las = 1, lwd = 2)
R> HZ.nullclines <- nullclines(HZ.model, xlim = c(-4, 4), ylim = c(-1, 2.5),
+ parameters = parms, lwd = 2, col = c("red", "blue"), add.legend = FALSE)
R> points(0, 0, pch = 21, cex = 1.5, col = 1, bg = "white")
R> points(sqrt(mu * alpha), mu, pch = 19, cex = 1.5, col = 1)
R> points(-sqrt(mu * alpha), mu, pch = 19, cex = 1.5, col = 1)
R> text(0.15, -0.13, expression(e[u]), cex = 1.5)
R> text(-sqrt(mu * alpha), mu+0.15, expression(e[s[1]]), cex = 1.5)
R> text(+sqrt(mu * alpha), mu+0.15, expression(e[s[2]]), cex = 1.5)
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C.2. R code for Table 5
R> mu <- 1
R> alpha <- 3
R> sigma1 <- 0.1
R> sigma2 <- 0.05
R> f <- expression((mu * x - x * y), (-alpha * y + x^2))
R> g0 <- expression(sigma1, sigma2)
R> g1 <- expression(sigma1 * x, sigma2 * y)
R> g2 <- expression(sigma1 * (1 - y) * x, sigma2 * (1 - x) * y)
Moment equations method for the system (27):
R> t <- seq(0, 100, by = 0.001)
R> S0 <- c(m1 = 0, m2 = 0, S1 = 0, S2 = 0, C12 = 0)
R> S1 <- c(m1 = 1, m2 = 1, S1 = 0, S2 = 0, C12 = 0)
R> MEMk0<- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g0, solve = TRUE, init = S0,
+ time = t, type = "str")
R> MEMk1<- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g1, solve = TRUE, init = S1,
+ time = t, type = "str")
R> MEMk2<- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g2, solve = TRUE, init = S1,
+ time = t, type = "str")
R> summary(MEMk0, at = 100)
R> summary(MEMk1, at = 100)
R> summary(MEMk2, at = 100)
Parallel Monte Carlo method for the system (27):
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> I0 <- c(x = 0, y = 0)
R> I1 <- c(x = 1, y = 1)
R> modk0 <- snssde2d(drift = f, diffusion = g0, M = 5000, x0 = I0, Dt = 0.1,
+ type = "str")
R> modk1 <- snssde2d(drift = f, diffusion = g1, M = 5000, x0 = I1, Dt = 0.1,
+ type = "str")
R> modk2 <- snssde2d(drift = f, diffusion = g2, M = 5000, x0 = I1, Dt = 0.1,
+ type = "str")
R> sde.fun2d <- function(data, i) {
+ d <- data[i, ]
+ return(c(mean(d$x), mean(d$y), var(d$x), var(d$y), cov(d$x, d$y)))
+ }
R> MCMk0 <- MCM.sde(modk0, statistic = sde.fun2d, R = 100, parallel = "snow",
+ ncpus = 4)
R> MCMk1 <- MCM.sde(modk1, statistic = sde.fun2d, R = 100, parallel = "snow",
+ ncpus = 4)
R> MCMk2 <- MCM.sde(modk2, statistic = sde.fun2d, R = 100, parallel = "snow",
+ ncpus = 4)




R> MCMk0 <- MCM.sde(modk0, statistic = sde.fun2d, R = 500, parallel = "snow",
+ ncpus = 4)
R> MCMk1 <- MCM.sde(modk1, statistic = sde.fun2d, R = 500, parallel = "snow",
+ ncpus = 4)
R> MCMk2 <- MCM.sde(modk2, statistic = sde.fun2d, R = 500, parallel = "snow",




D. Stochastic correlation models
D.1. Stochastic volatility: Heston model
The first and central second-order moments for system (41), found by function MEM.sde()
coincide with the MCM.sde() values. Using MEM.sde(), we get the symbolic computation,
we just define the argument corr by an expression which contains the correlation structure
between the Wiener processes B1,t and B2,t; i.e., E (dB1,tdB2,t) = ρdt.
R> f <- expression(mu * x, nu * (theta - y))
R> g <- expression(sqrt(y) * x, sigma * sqrt(y))
R> RHO <- expression(rho)
R> mem.HM <- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g, corr = RHO)






m2(t) = ν (θ −m2(t))
d
dt
S1(t) = S1(t) (2µ+m2(t)) +m1(t) (2C12(t) +m1(t)m2(t))
d
dt
S2(t) = σ2m2(t)− 2 (ν S2(t))
d
dt
C12(t) = C12(t) (µ+ ρ σ − ν) + ρ σm1(t)m2(t)
(46)
D.2. Stochastic mean and stochastic volatility: The Chen model
The system of SDEs that determines the instantaneous interest rate dynamics is given by
Chen (1996) model type of three-factor:
dXt = µ (Yt −Xt) dt+
√
Xt Zt dB1,t
dYt = ν (θ − Yt) dt+ σ
√
Yt dB2,t
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where Xt are the dynamics of the short rate, its short term mean Yt, and its volatility Zt;
and the three Wiener processes are assumed to be correlated with Σ as follows:
Σ =
 1 ρ1 ρ2ρ1 1 ρ3
ρ2 ρ3 1

To simulate the numerical solution of (47) with function snssde3d(), we need to define the
correlation (corr) by a variance-covariance or correlation matrix.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> x0 <- 4
R> y0 <- 0.1
R> z0 <- 2
R> mu <- 1.5
R> theta <- 2
R> nu <- 2.5
R> phi <- 1
R> sigma <- 0.2
R> xi <- 0.1
R> tau <- 0.2
R> f <- expression(mu * (y - x), nu * (theta - y), phi * (tau - z))
R> g <- expression(sqrt(x * z), sigma * sqrt(y), xi * sqrt(z))
R> Sigma <- matrix(c(1, -0.5, -0.25, -0.5, 1, 0.95, -0.25, 0.95, 1),
+ nrow = 3, ncol = 3)
R> CM <- snssde3d(drift = f, diffusion = g, corr = Sigma, x0 = c(x0, y0, z0),
+ T = 10, M = 5000)
R> CM
Itô Sde 3D:
| dX(t) = mu * (Y(t) - X(t)) * dt + sqrt(X(t) * Z(t)) * dB1(t)
| dY(t) = nu * (theta - Y(t)) * dt + sigma * sqrt(Y(t)) * dB2(t)






| Euler scheme with order 0.5
Summary:
| Size of process | N = 1001.
| Number of simulation | M = 5000.
| Initial values | (x0, y0, z0) = (4, 0.1, 2).
| Time of process | t in [0, 10].
| Discretization | Dt = 0.01.
Now, in MEM.sde() we define the the correlation (corr) by an expression (length equal to
three) which contains the correlation coefficients (ρ1, ρ2, ρ3). The R code needed to do this is:
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R> RHO <- expression(-0.5, -0.25, 0.95)
R> para <- c(mu = mu, theta = theta, nu = nu, phi = phi, sigma = sigma,
+ xi = xi, tau = tau)
R> init <- c(m1 = x0, m2 = y0, m3 = z0, S1 = 0, S2 = 0, S3 = 0, C12 = 0,
+ C13 = 0, C23 = 0)
R> MEM.CM <- MEM.sde(drift = f, diffusion = g, corr = RHO, solve = TRUE,
+ init = init, parms = para, time = seq(0, 10, by = 0.01))
R> summary(MEM.CM, at = 10)
Approximation of moment at time 10
| m1(10) = 2.00000 | S1(10) = 0.11694 | C12(10) = -0.01622
| m2(10) = 2.00000 | S2(10) = 0.01600 | C13(10) = -0.00076
| m3(10) = 0.20008 | S3(10) = 0.00100 | C23(10) = 0.00343
E. Running ‘MCM.sde’ quickly on many machines
The snow technique is essentially a very coarse grained remote strategy call. It relies upon
delivery copies of code and information to remote procedures and then returning results. It
is ill-suited for little assignments but very well suited for a reasonable number of moderate
to large tasks. This is the technique utilized by R’s parallel package. This strategy may
appear to be less productive and less advanced than shared memory strategies, but relying
on the transmission of objects, it is in principle very easy to extend the technique of a single
machine to several machines. This is the strategy consiered in the following. Do the following:
Collect a list of machine addresses that you can use. This is the hard part; it depends on
your operating system, and something you should get help with if you have not already tried
it. This assumes that you already understand how to configure secure shell (SSH) and for
a Windows box use PuTTY (see the vignette of package parallel), for more details see the
website https://www.stat.uiowa.edu/~luke/R/cluster/cluster.html. In this case, we
use IPV4 addresses and hostnames. In our case the list is:
• Master machine: 2.20 GHz Intel Core i5-5200U processor, 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 of
memory. IPV4: "192.168.1.105" and user: "acguidoum".
• Second machine: 2.50 GHz Intel Core i7-6500U processor, 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 of
memory. IPV4: "192.168.1.108" and user: "TM161".
Note that we do not collect passwords because we assume that we have configured the appro-
priate authorized_keys and key pairs in the .ssh configurations of all these machines. We
call the machine we use to issue the “master” global calculation. It is essential to try all these
addresses with ssh in a terminal shell before trying them with R. Also the machine address
you choose for the “master” must be an address that the machines can use to return to the
main machine. Now, with the system things resolved, the R part is as follows. Start your
cluster with:
R> machineAddresses <- list(list(host = "192.168.1.105", user = "acguidoum",
+ ncore = 4), list(host = "192.168.1.108", user = "TM161", ncore = 4))
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R> spec <- lapply(machineAddresses, function(machine)
+ rep(list(list(host = machine$host, user = machine$user)),
+ machine$ncore))
R> spec <- unlist(spec, recursive = FALSE)
R> cl2m <- parallel::makeCluster(master = "192.168.1.105", type = "PSOCK",
+ spec = spec)
R> print(cl2m)
socket cluster with 8 nodes on hosts
'192.168.1.105', '192.168.1.108'
You can now run function MCM.sde() (e.g., for model (14)) using the two machines with 8
cores (nodes)). For the right tasks, this represents a substantial speed-up.
R> set.seed(1234, kind = "L'Ecuyer-CMRG")
R> f <- expression(0.5*theta^2*x)
R> g <- expression(theta*x)
R> mod1 <- snssde1d(drift = f, diffusion = g, x0 = x0, M = 5000,
+ type = "ito")
R> MCM.sde(model = mod1, statistic = stat.fun1d, R = 100, parallel = "snow",
+ ncpus = 8, cl = cl2m)
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